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OEAFTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem 

In Europe and in the United States 'Where an urban way of 

life seems to be spreading rapidly and dominating to a greater or 

lesser degree all areas. the inte1•est in the processes or social and 

oultural change known ~s urbanization and the produat or way of life 

known as urbanism has been an active one among sooiolog1sts and 

others. Some have passed value judgments upon this process. Some 

have seen in growing urbanism a. threat to our family structure, to 

neighborhood and community life, to moral integration, and even to 

our oiviU.zation. Especially in the United States, vmere the shift 

from a prilnarUy rural to a predominantly urban society has occurred 

withiD the span of a si~gle lii'etim~, the phenomenon has been.so 

dramatio as to command the attention of laytnan and social scientist 

·alike• for it has profoundly influenoed every phase of life. 

It is these changes and their rar.nifica.tions that 
invite the attention of the sociologist to the study 
of the differences between the rural and the.urban 
mode ·or living. The pursuit or this interest is an 
indispensable prerequisite for the comprehension and 
possible mastery of some of the most crucial contem-
porary problems of social life sinoe it is likely to 
furnish one of the most revealing perspeotivea for 
the understanding of the ongi:l.ng changes in human 
nature and the social order. 

1 Louis Wirth, "Urbanism as a Way or Life," Amerioan Journal 
of Sociology, XLIV (July, 1938), 2. 
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lfany sooiologista have described in· qualitative terms ,mat they have 

observed to be the oharaoteristic differences between a typically 

rural people and a typioally urban population or between a rural and 

an urban way of life. Almost every textbook dealing with rural 

sociology, urban sooiology, or general sooiology- devotes a seotion to 

deaoribing in qualitative or demographio terms "rural-urban diffel"• 

enoes," usually employing the rural-urban diohotolJl1' of the population 

used by the Bureau of the Census. A more reoent practice, however, is 

to speak of rural-urban differences as forming a continuum or degrees 

or urbanness ranging from extreme urbanness in the large metropolis to 

extreme rurality in the most remote and least urbanized t",bral 
....• ,. j, 

oommunity.2 

Loomis and Beegle nave developed a lo-point Gemeinsohaft~ 

Gesellsohaf't soale to aid judges ~n rating social systems:, suoh a.a 

the El Oerrito.Ditoh Association or a Division of the u. s. Depart• 

ment of Agriculture, with respect to a number of oriteria.3 Queen 

and Carpenter have developed an Index of Urbanism based upon the 

arithmetio average of the percentages of the population of a county 

living in places of' a given size or larger. The Index is composed of 

ten place size categories ranging from "500 and ov-er" to "500,000 and 

over." These investigators hypothesize a. rural-urban continuum.4 and 

2 E. Gordon Ericksen, Urban Behavior (1954), Chap. II. 
Charles P. Loomis and J. Allan Beegle,. Rural Social Systems (1950), 
P• 20. Stuart A. Queen and David B. Carpenter., The American City 
(1953), Chap. III. Robert Redfield, "The Folk Society,liAmerioan 
Journal of Sociology, LII· (January 1947), 294. T. Lynn Smith, 
Sooiology of Rural Life, 3rd ed. (1953), P• 17. Wirth, .21?.• ill•• P• 3. 

3 Loomis and Beegle, .!?l?.• ill_•, Appendix A. 

4 Queen and carpenter, .!?E.• ill_•, P• 28. 
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have made a useful oontribution toward developing a research tool 

whioh is a great improvement over the Census Bureau•a rural-urban 

dichoto~. The Queen and Carpenter Index will be discussed in 

Chapter V. Hero· it will simply be pointed out that the Index ot 

Urbanism is based-upon the single dimension or population concentration. 

Shevsk:y and Williams oonstruoted a composite index·to measure 

the "degree or urbanization" of population aggregates found in census 

tracts in Los Angeles.5 The index combines three variables, 

l) fertility ratio, Number of children under five. 2) proportion or 
Humber of w,men (16-44) 

females 14 years old and over mo are in the labor force, and 3) per-

centage of dwelling units which are single-family detached structures. 

These indices were based upon the assumptions that the lower the 

fertility ratio, the larger the ~roportion of wanen in the 1abor 

force, and the lower the proportion of single-family dvtelling units• 

the greater the degree of urbanization. While the authors recognized 

that an in_dex of' urbanization must measure factors other than popula• 

tion size and density• they fail to report how they happened to select 
' . : 

these particular indioes for the purpose. 

Miner states that lack of adequate scales for.measuring the 

traits whiah define the folk-urban continuum.was the most serious 

methodological limitation in his recent study of Timbuctoo.6 A 

number of observers have pointed out that one of the needs of 

sociology as a science is the development of more objective measur-

ing instruments. Dr. Margaret Hagood has this to say, 

5 Eshref Shevsky· and Marilyn Williams, The Social Areas of 
Los Angeles (1949), Chap. IV. 

6 Horace Miner, 'the Primitive City of Timbuotoo (1963), P• 26'1. 
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It seems that through the oaref'ul oonstruot5.on and 
standardization of indexes, the sooiologist will be 
able best to meet the challenge in the allegation 
that sociology can never become soientifio beoause 
science demands measurement. while many of the 
phenomena of sociology are not the sort that can.be 
counted or measured.· By developing instruments tor 
indirectly measuraing these nonmeasurables,.usually 
through measuring some or their more tangible oor• 
relatives. sociologists may be able. to gain more 
precise and verifiable·knowledge about them and their 
inter~elations.7 

It was with these two primary interests in mind that the 

pro~lem of the present study was formulated, namely, 1) an interest 

in rural-urban differences and the theory of gradual urbanization. 

and 2) an interest in the development of' more objective measuring 

instruments for the use or sooial investigators. A preliminary 

statement of' the problem wast If' there is a process of' the gradual 

urbanization of' a population, as many ,Vl"iters assume, then it should 

be possible to devise a scale or index by means of 'Whioh degre_es of 

this phenomenon could be detected and compared. 

To narrow the scope of the problem, several limits were 

established for this study. 1) It was decided to limit the study to 

the population of the United States. It is not assumed that the index 

which was developed has any validity for populations outside the 

United States. It is now the judgment of the writer that the inquiry 

should have been limited to only one section or the United States in 

an attempt to bring greater socio-cultural homogeneity into the 

sample, However, this remains a matter of opinion until someone 

carries through-a similar experiment with regional populations and 

compares the results with this and other studies of the United States 

7 Margaret Jarman Hagood. Statistics for Sooiologista (1941); 
P• 243. 
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as a whole. 2) It was decided to use 1950 Census tabulations as the 

primary source or data. This material was rapidly becoming available . . 
when the study was originally planned •. One reason for using Census 

data instead or collecting original data by,moans of an interviewing 

program was the tremendous· difference in oost. The Census data was 

reoent and would permit·or a sample drawn from a much.wider geographic 

area than would an interviewing prog~am. :Moreover, the objective was 

the development of a researoh tool which could be used;by investigators 

in widely separated parts or the country. Another criterion was that 

the instrument be relatively simple to administer. The Census material 

is readily available to anyone, and therefore. it has a distinct 
., . 

practical advantage over data privately collected. 3) From the outset 

it was obvious that the present study would ha.veto be largely explora• 

tory and methodologioal. that any indices of urbanism which were 

developed would be tentative_• and that the scores arrived at o·ould in 

no sense be oonsidered norms but only first approximations. While it 

had originally been planned to work with larger samples, the number 

of' uriits was reduced as the large amount of' necessary computations 

became clear. It cannot be too strongly emphasized• therefore, that 

the specific results of this study should be viewed as extremely 

tentative until the method can be tested with larger samples. nortnS 

established, and the indices further validated. 

A discussion of' the choice or population units or segments 

for comparison will be given in Chapter II. After the advantages and 

disadvantages of various kinds of units had been weighed, ·1t was 

decided to use the Census Bureau's unit, "standard metropolitan area" 
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(hereafter designated by the letters "SMA11 ).·and "counties outside of' 

The problem of the present study. then, within the limits just 

outl:i.ned, might be· stated as follows• To oonstruot a composite index 

which ·will help to answer the following question, namely. relatively 

how rural or how urban is the sooio-oultural struotUl'o of the popula-

tion of' a given oounty or SMA. in the United States? 

Central Concepts and Assumptions 

No attempt will be made to outline the author ts entire frame 

of reference. However, a few key concepts will be define~ and a few 

assumptions basic to the investigation will be made explicit. For 

the purposes of this studyWirth's definitions of city, urbanism and 

urbanization will be used. "For sociological purposes a city may be 

defined as a relatively large. dense, and permanent settlement of 

socially heterogeneous individuals." Urbanism is "that oomplex of 

traits whioh makes up the oharaoteristio mode of life in oities.n 

Urbanization is the development and extension of urbanism.8 Then, by 

oontrast, ruralisin is that complex of traits which makes up the mode 

of life least like urbanism. 

A few of the major assUJnptions upon whioh the present study 

is based are the follom.ng, 

l) It was assumed that urbanism and ruralism in the United 

States are not oompletely different ways of life, that is, it was 

assumed that urbanism and ruralism constitute a continuum. of varying 

degrees of urbanness and ruralness rather than a dichotomy. 
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2) It was assumed that population size and oonoentration are 

inadequate mea.~ures of urbanism. or ruralist.n. espaoially outside the 

larger SMA'a.· 

3) It v.raa assUllled that rural-urban differences are differences 

in both ecological oharaoteristios and sooio-•oultural cha.raoteristios. 

inoluding social attitudes. It -rms further assumed that all aspects 

of human behavior are so in·berrelated that demographic and ecolog:tca.1 

oharaoteristi<>s of a population may- be taken e.s indices of socio• 

oult~al structure an~ of attitudes. 

4) Since rural~urban dii'i'erenoes are differences not only in 

eoologica.l, c~ara.cteristios but are differences in a "way of life, tt 

including yalues and attitudes, it was assumed that indices oon-

struoted from Census data would eventually have to be validated by 

comparison with the actual values and attitudes of the pe~ple concerned. 

6) Finally, it was assumed th~t sooio-cultural st~uoture 

everywhere is al,vays changing• even though the ohange is so slow that 

the structure appears to be static. Renoe• any generalizations made 

about sooio-oultural structure as of April, 1950, will be only 

relatively or partially t~ue, if not wholly untrue, at any later date. 

The Constructed Type 

As the problem of this study was approached, one ot the first 

methodological conoiderations was that of identifying the phenomenon 

or set of conditions vhich '1"18.s to be measured, that is, u~banism and 

ruralism. From the first assUlllption stated above it follorts that some 

degree of urbanism may be found in every oounty and SMA in .. the United 

States. The same would be true for ruralism. It appeared advisable 

to set f'orth in gree.ter detail than was done in the preliminary 
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definitions given above the 11key" charaoteristios which seemed to the 

writer to distinguish urbanism as a way of life most clearly from 

ruralism as a way of' life.9 Such constructed types oould then be 

used as sets of criteria for the selection of observational units to 

be included in a purposive sample. If it were possible to select a 

sample of extremely urban units on the one hand and a sample or 
extremely rural units on the other, a comparison of the Oensus data 

collected from these extreme samples might reveal consistent differ• 

ences which, given a sufficiently large number of.units, could be 

presumed to be indices of urbanism or ruralism. At any rate, this 

was the working hypothesis of the present study. 

As a methodological tool, then, and as a means of clarifying 

the meaning of' the important concepts of urbanism and ruralism, an 

attempt -was made to formulate "constructed typesn for 1) an extremely 

urban way of life• and 2) an extremely rural way of life• both in the 

United States today. These types were oonstruoted after a manner 

similar to that tollOW'ed by Redfield in his oonstruotion of' the ideal 

"folk sooiety." 

The ideal folk sooiety oould be defined through 
assembling, in the imagination. the oharaoters which 
are logically opposite those whioh are to be found in 
the modern city, only if we had first some knowledge 
of nonurban peoples to permit us to determine what, 
indeed• are the oharaoteristio features of modern city 
living. The complete prooedure requires us"to gain 
acquaintance with many folk s ooieties in many parts of 
the world and to set down in words general enough to 
describe most of them those charaoteristios which they 
have in common with each other and 'Which the modern 
oity does not have. 

9 The praotioal utility of such naponge" types as urbanism 
and ruralism has been questioned. For example, see Loomis and Beegle, 
!>P• oit., PP• 9-10. It is believed that the methodological utility 
ol"· these type oonstruots will become clear in· the chapters whioh follow.··· 
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In short we move from folk sooiety to folk sooiety, 
asking ourselves what it is about them that makes 
them like each other and different from the modern 
oity •••• 

Anyone attempting to desoribe the ideal folk sooiety 
must take aooount or and in large degree include 
certain characterizations whioh have been made by 
many students, each ·of whom has been attentive to 
some but not to all aspects of the contrast between 
folk and modern urban society.10 · 

If the phrase "rural way of life" were substituted in the Redfield 

quotation for "folk society" and if the study were confined to the 

United States. one v1ould have roughly the prooedure used in oonatruot-

ing the urban and rural types or the present study. 

Perhaps a brief disoussion or the oonstruoted type ao a 

research tool is called for at this point.11 It should be clear by 

this time that the type oonstruot as it has been used here is differ• 

ent in some respects from the ideal type construct employed by Max 

Weber. Weber seexns to have conceived the ideal type construct as an 

instrument primarily-for laying bare and accentuating tho important 

cultural motifs and ideals of' a people during a given historical 

epooh. Perhaps the principal distinction lies in a difference in the 

purpose for vm.ioh the oonstruot was used. Weber recommended the use ,, 

of the ideal type to get at the 11signi£icanoelt or meaning of cultural 

phenomena to the actors involved. Thia "significance" he felt could 

often be brought out most olearly by comparing empirical data with an 

ideal limiting case.12 Furthermore. he seemed to be interested 

10 · Redfield• ~• ill•• P• 294 •. 

11 For a bibliography on the constructed type method,·see 
Don Martindale and Elio D. Monaohesi, Elements of Sooiology (1951), 
P• 64n. · 

12 Max Vfeber• The Methodology of the Social ~oienoea (trans. 
and ed. by Edward A. Shits and Henry A. F'inoh, 1949 , P• 94. 
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ohief'ly in accentuating the rational aspects of social aotion and in 

the demons~ration of causal relationships.13 

With these exceptions the types which the present writer he.a 

constructed meet most of' the criteria of Weber's ideal type. An opera-

tional definition or the ideal type as given byWeber will assist with 

the c ompariaon. 

An ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation 
of one or more points or view and by the synthesis of · 
a great many diffuse, discrete. more or less present 
and occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, 
which are arranged according to those one-sidedly 
emphasized viewpoints into a unified analytical 
construct (Gedankenbild)., In its conceptual purity, 
this mental construct {Gedankenbild) cannot be found 
empirically anywhere in reality.14 

Our constructed type, like Weber's ideal type. is not a 

statistical average or the characteristics of urban or rural popula-

tions but rather accentuates those socio-cultural traits considered, 

for the purposes of the present study, to be typical of the extre?9 or 

limiting case. For similar reasons, our constructed type is .!2!:! than 

a simple olass or generic concept composed of traits common to man1 

urban or rural populations. While the characteristics which make up 

our urban and rural types are undoubtedly possessed in common by a 

number or population units. those characteristics which were considered 

to be significant for the purposes or this study were accentuated, 

while other characteristics held in common by these population units 

but not considered significant for present purposes were omitted.~5 

13 Harry Elmer Barnes (ed.), An Introduction to the History or 
Sociology (1948), PP• 291-92. Martindale and Monachesi • ..21?.• ill•• 
P• 37. 

· 14 Weber. ~• ill.•, P• 90. 
16 er. l:lli•, P• 100. 
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Again, with Weber one should point out that no value-judgment ia in-

tended in our . oomparison of the urban and rural. types and that these · 

a:re "ideal typesn only in the logical sense that they are menta,i · 
. ·:t: . .-;,} .· 

oonstruots and do not oorrespond in detail to any empirical reality. 

However, as it baa been indicated, these type oonstructs are 

abstraoted from empirical observations and must point back to oonorete 

reality, that is, the existence or a population with characteristics 

closely approximating those of our type.oonstruot should be not only 

possible but highly probable, Since the term "idealn .has created. 

considerable semantic and metaphysical oontusion.16 the term "con-

structed type" shall be used in lieu of nideal type.n Becker•s term 

,.constructed type" will .serve our purpose nicely. "Such types are 

made of •criteria' (so-oalled elements. traits. aspects, and so on) 

which have disooverable referents in the empirical world or oan legi-

timately be inferred from empirical evidence, or both.nl1 In another 

paper Becker 111akes the notion or a constructed type orystal-olea, by 

means of the following illustrations 

It is perhaps permissible to liken this constructed 
type to the sort of image or the "pure type" Airedale 
or Peroheron that a judge or dogs or of horses carries 
around in his head as the basis for his 11objeotive" 
system or scoring for points. He has never seen a 
11pure type" Peroheron or Airedale, but he has seen 
numerous close empirical approximations ot his oon-
struoted types. In fact, he has built up these oon-. 
struoted types on the basis of numerous observations.18 

16 Of• Howard Becker• Through Values to Social Interpretation· 
(1950),. P• 107n. 

17 !!?!!•, P• 218. 

18 ~•• P• 108. 
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Urbanism--A Constructed Type 
We have·adopted for our purposesWirth's definition or the oity 

and his "theory of urbanismn as set forth in his article "Urbanism as 

a Way of Life."19 In this article Wirth brings together and integrates 

most of the generalizations about tho diatinotive features of urban 

living which had been made previously by Park. Si1DJnel and others. For 

this reason. a numbei- of the or:i.teria for our oonstruoted type for 

urbanism have been drawn fromWirth's article. Tho ideas borrowed 

will not be footnoted separately. In fact. most of these criteria are 

so muoh a part of the ocmmon store of sociologioa.l thoory that it 

seems rather pointless to attempt to document them in detail. 

"For sooiologioal purposes a city may be,-defined as a rela-

tively large. donse_ and permanent settlement of socially heterogeneous 

individuals.n20 Wirth rightly points out that population size:and 

density alone are not enough to account for the complex of oharaoter-

istios which have como to be recognized as the urban way o!' life,. 

Heterogeneity must also be included as a requirement. The kind and 

degree of heterogeneity found in large cities in the United States 

cannot be wholly accounted for by population size and.density. Since 

the populations of large cities have-not been reproduoingthemselves. 

replacements must be recruited from rural areas,. other cities. or 

from. other countries. With the ease of present-day transportation. 

these recruits who come from widely-scattered places. represent great 

diversity of biological and cultural oharaoteristios. The complex 

19 Wirth. 2.£.• cit., PP•· S-18. 

20 8 Ibid •• P• • 
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division.or labor and occupational specialization or tho large oity 

a.ttra.ots persons who are different beoause their peoul1arities make 

them useful. 

The raotora ot population size, density. and heterogeneity 

are so interrelated that it seems rather fruitless to attempt to 

acoount £or some of .the features of urbanism by size· of the·population 

aggregate. other features by concentration of the population. and still 

others by the heterogeneity of the people •. as.Wirth has done. In 

setting up a. oonstruoted type for urbanism, the model used for our·. 

oonatruoted type !'or ruralism, which had been :f'ormule.tod earlier,;. was 

roughly £o11oweda In this way it was possible to contrast one type 

with the other as its logical opposite. It should be. kept in mind• 

however, that these polar oonstruats,. while they are intended to 

accentuate important distinguishing oharaoteristios, are.not.intended 

to exaggerate those oharaoterist1os beyond: what might be expected to 

be found in some city in the United States today. The :writer.haa no 

rationale for the particular order in whioh the criteria were listed. 

Any· other order would have served as well. 

With respect to the criteria of size and oonoentration of the 

population-aggregate, urbanism implies large numbora of people and 

high population density.· Rowover, it would not .be aoourato to say 

that the larger the size of a place or the higher the density or a 

population unit, the greater would. be the degree of urbanness. 

Especially in more sparsely settled counties, urbanness would not 

neoessarily vary directly with population size and density. In the 

larger cities, say· those having a population of 100,000 and over,. 

other things being equal, it is likely that there is a direct 
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association between urbanism and each or these two criteria, but this 

is only an untested hypothesis.. Moreover. "other things":· are riever 

equal in population aggregates of this size, or any size. 

OD the whole there would be little physical isolation in our 

oonstructed-type-oity (hereafter designated by "ct-city"). With the 

exception or a few nshut-ins" each individual has many physical. oon• 

tacts with others. He need only step outside his apartment or house 

and he cannot avoid physical proximity to. others. The urban resident 

also has many social oontaots when compared with those of a person in 

an extremely rural area. 

An important. complex or socio-cultural oharaoteristios ot 

urbanism have to do with the economic organization and the division 

or labor. In the United States the economy or the metropolis may be 

primarily industrial or primarily commercial. It will probably be a 

combination or both with a great many persons employed in pers·onal• 

business, and public services. In any event. it.will most certainly 

be non-agricultural, if we limit the meaning of the word agriculture, 

to the raising of plants and animals. In,the CT-city there is little 

direct contact with nature. The striking feature or the physical 

environment is its artificiality, the.~ is, it is man-made. 

Urbanism involves a very complex occupational structure and 

great specialization of labor. Durkheim saw this as a function ot 

increased concentration of population. It is also associated.with 

the de'V'elopment of a money economy and the measurement of everything 

in terms of its monetary value. The family rarely works as a unit in 

the CT-city. Each working member of the family is usually employed at 
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a different location at a different speoialized job or profession. ·so 

that there is little _sharing of vooational interests. 

The outstanding feature of-the urban family, when compared 

with the oonstruoted type rural family; is the relative.weakness of· 

kinship ties beyond the_ immediate conjugal unit •. Even members ot the 

immediate family group frequently have very different interests.,, , 

belong to different voluntary associations~ and actually spend little 

time together. In the CT-oity the aged rarely live with their children 

during their declining years but receive.institutional oare when they 

are no longer abie to maintain a domicile of their mm. 

In many parts_or the metropolis neighborhood relations oan 

hardly be said to exist. Even if we grant-that neighborhoods do 

exist in the large city.21 certainly sooial relations between neigh• 

bors are less.personal than those found in the extremely rural· 

neighborhoods where almost everyone -knows everyone else on a nfirst 

name" basis. There is little. exohange of wor,k and mutual aid in urban 

neighborhoods. There may _be a sense or locality belonging on the part 

or relatively permanent res5.dents., but oertainly there oannot be 

said to be muoh homogeneity of attitudes and values. 

J.fany observers have pointed out that the greater number ot 

social oontaots and the higher rate or sooial interaction in the 

larger oity has had a profound influence on the way or life of urban 

people. Segmentation or sooial roles-is the result, because persona 

do not have an opportunity ·to interao_t vdth their complete person-

alities. Sooial oontacts are impersonal, superrioial., transitory• 

21 Of. Robert E • Park, Ernest W. Burgess, and 
Roderiok D. McKenzie~ The City (1925), PP• 6-9. 
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segmental. Most contaots are with secondary groupa rather than with 

primary groups~ Patterns of social interaction are .toe. large extent 

"standardized." People oultivate stereotyped reaot:lons to artificial 

symbols. They ree.ot to the. "uniform" of' a functionary and not to the 

man. Simm.el suggested that it is by the me.intenanae · of reserve in 

his contacts with others that the oity dweller preserves th$ social 

distance and personal freedom that makes urb9.n living with its multi-

'plicity of nervous stimuli bearable.22 Finally. business ·relations in 

the ·cT-city are predominantly formal,. contractual, impersonal. 

Scoial control in the large city depends more upon formal 

mechanisms• such as the police and court systems, than upon the in-

formal community pre·esure emanating from a commonly aooepted set ot 

ends and values. Durkheim's insight to the effect that cities 

riecesse.rily develop ttorganio solidarity" e.s a result of a oomplex 

division or labor with the resulting interdependence among the resi• 

dents has been generally accepted 1n sociological theoey.23 It would 

seem that most observers have agreed that moral integration tends to 

beoome less as population size and density increase. However. Angell 

found that "once a population or 100;000 is passed• the size is not 

negatively related to moral intogration."24 Heverthaless. he did.find 

a high correlation between moral intogration and territorial mobility. 

22 Georg Simmel. "The Metropolis and Mental Lite.'' (trans. by 
Kurt H. Wol.tr) in Paul x. He.tt and Albert J. Reiss, Jr. (eds.}. 
Reade%' in Urban Sociology (_1951), P• 668. 

23 Emiie Durkheim, The Division of Labor 5.n Sooiety ( trans. by 
George Simpson 1933) •· 

.· 24 Robert Cooley Angell, "The Moral Integration or Amerioan 
Cities, tt· Amet"ioan Journal of Sociology, LVII (July,. 1951). Part 2, 
pa 15. 
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Since· heterogeneity is one of the chief criteria ·or urbanism in the 

present study, it has been assumed that our OT•oity would have a much. 

lower degree of moral integration than our CT-rural community. Thia 

relatively low degree of 1110rai integration has usually bean associa.t~d 
' with various types of socially deviant behavior, such as crimes and 

suici.de,25 so one should expect to find higher rates of orime and · 

juvenile delinquency, suicide, divorce, and so on, 1n the metropolis 

than in the extremely.rural area. :Mcreover~ there seems to be a 

greater moral tolerance and tlexibility in the great city. This- is an 

aspect of the whole oomplex of attitudes and values knovm as 

eeculariEation. 

Wirth and. others have shown how soc:to-aultural dif'fel"en·biation 

is a function of crowding· large numbers of people together 1na 

limited space. It1dividual differences are enoouragad and developed 

by an intrioate division 0£ labor. A high· rate of social inte·raotion 

stimulates intellectual development ot some individuals _tosuoh an 

extent as further to set them apart from their fellows. The hetero-

geneity of recruits from the outside adds to tho heterogeneity 

developing from those processes which are ta.king plaoe within the 

large city. Along with the development of individual bio-social 

differences goes the widening of status differences. Persons or 
similar interests and abilities tend to "flock together .. '* The ole.ss 

structure., while not as rigid in the CT-city as in the CT-rural oc~ 

munity., reveals extreme strata which are more widely separated, 

25 For example, see Austin L. Porterfield and Robert H. Talbert, 
Crime, Suio5.de and Scoie.1 Well-Being in Your State and Cia (1948). 
Austin L. Porterfield, "Suicide and Crime in Folk and Seoular. Society," 
tmerican Journal of Sociology. DTII (January, 1962)., 331-38. 

mile Durkheim, Suicide (trans. and ed. by George Simpson 195~). 

/ 
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Closely associe.'ted with the social e.nd oocupational differentiation 

of the urban population @:Ces the prolire·re.tion or voluntary associa- .. 

tions. corporations, and special interest groups. eaoh organized in 

terms of explioitly formulated objectives and rules of prooedure.26 

The urban population has generally been thought or as both 

physically and socially l!l.Obile. Because of the high degree of 

occupational speoialization workers are required to travel about a 

great deal to find jobs for which they are best qualified,. Also~ in ' 

a population of' great heterogeneity of all kinds and oonsidera.ble 

freedom tor competition there is bound to be a oonstant shifting and 

sifting going on as individuals seek to adjust themselves to their 

physioal and social environm.ent. In our CT•oi.ty there would be a 

relatively high territorial mobility- and, of greater signifioanoe. 

there wo~ld be high status mobility as individuals moved up and down 

the social- ladder. Moreover. there would be muoh changing of jobs 

without necessarily a ohe.nge in status. Thia might bo.onlled inter-

oooupational mobility. 

Several observors have held that oertain attitudes are 

characteristic of urban people. Only a few which were thought to be 

represent.e.tive will be indicated. Simmel described~ aa oharaoteriatio 

or the urbanite, the "blaoe attitude," that is, a blunting ot one's 

disoriminability• which he believed to be partly the result of the 

lnUltiplioity or stimuli to whioh the nervous system is da5.1y ex.posed 

and partly to the leveling ef't'eot of' the money economy. An attitude 

of' "reagrve" · with an overtone of' bidden aversion serves as a. shield 

against un-wanted stimuli .and makes life in a crowded o1ty bearable., 

26 Martindale and Monaohesi. ~• ill•• P• 402. 
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Related to these attitudes· is that oi' impersonality- or the absence· of 

sentiment in dealing v.-ith most persons· and things.· .Park pointed out 

that reflective thinking. as distinguished from the pre-logical think• 

ing. of pre•litera.t& or ill:ttere.te peoples, is a product of ·urban 

living. The attitude of the residents or large cities is to view the 

relationship or means to ends largely in the rationalistic and 

deterministic terms of' modern science.27 Traditions are not sacred. 

Change is welcomed. Where all things are .measured in terms ot money 

and··where so many people are dependent upon .one enother, attitudes ot 

approval towardpU!lotuality, preo1sion,·ef.fiaienoy, and oaloulabil:lty 

are probably enoouraged.28 other atti·budes oould be inentioned but 

perhaps these are enough for the present purpose. 

Ruralism.-A Construoted Type 

While the extremely rural way of lite in the.United States 

today in its distinctive features would logically be the direot 

opposite to urbanism by definition. it ns felt that there might be 

sotne heuristic advantage in describing :t.n broad outline the salient 
... -

features of the rural tYl)e separately. Actually• the criteria for 

this type were roughly.formulated prior to the urbanism type. A 

great many sources were surveyed for criteria of ruralism. The writer 

drew so heavily upon several authors that he wishes to make speoial 

aok:nowledgment here. Separate footnotes will not be given for the 

ideas borrowed. Redfield •s generalizations about the folk society were 

oonstant~y kept in .mind and used where it was believed they appl19d 

27 Robert E. Park, nMagic.,MentaU.·ty and City Life" in Park, 
al., 2R,• ~•, PP• 123-41. 

28 Simmel, ~• ill•, PP• 563-74. 
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to our constructed type rural oOlDJllunity in the United States today 

(hereafter designated the "OT-rural oommunity")~9 Ferdinand T6nnies' 

oharaoterization of Gemeinsoh.af't 'WBs always in the background of our 

thinking.3° Closely related to Ti>nnies• work and frequently suggestive 

were the oomponents of the Familistio Gemeinsohaft ideal type 

formulated by Loomis and Beegle.31 Because the writer was privileged 

to have a oourse with Professor Howard Beaker. he has drawn upon olass 

notes and Beoker•s essays on the "sacred soaiety" where possible. A 

list of characteristics whioh Sorokin and Zimmerman included a quarter 

century ago in their Principles of Rural-Urban Sociology as typical of 

rural life·and rural people is still reflected in many textbooks ·on 

rural sociology. The writer has drawn heavily·upon that list.32 

Nelson gives a somewhat different list or typically rural character-

istics which was helpful throughout.33 

While place or residence alone is not a sufficient criterion 

of ruralism. the degree or isolation frOlll urban influences is oer• 

tainly a major condition tor the retention or a rural way or life. 

Consequently• our OT-rural ootnmunity would be as isolated as it 11 

possible to be in present day America from these influences. There 

would be a minimum or communication with urbanized people. In this 

country where it has been customary tor farmers to live on the land 

29 Redfield, .ER,• ill•, PP• 293-308. 
3° Ferdinand Tonnies. Fundamental Concepts ot Sociology (trans. 

by c. P. Loomis 1940). 

31 Loomis and Beegl~, ~• !!:!!.•, Appendix A. 
32 PitirimA. Sorokin and Carleo. Zimmerman• Principles of 

Rural-Urban Sociology, 1929, P• 13-58. 
33 Lowry Nelson, Rural Sociology (1952), PP• 24 ff. 
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rather than in villages, it is likely· that extreme ruralism would .be 

found where a majority of the population lived on farms. 

The oocupational structure or a people is basically and 

reciprocally related to their way ot life. While extrenie ruralism 

might be associated with other oocupationa, :such as fishing or forestry. 

it was assumed that 'the predominant oooupation of the most extremely 

rural county in this country would probably be basic agriculture, that 

is, the ·raising of plants and ani~la. In any oase, extreme ruralism 

involves· direct contact with nature most of the time. The farmer 

spends a muoh larger percentage of his time interacting with nature 

than he does with people. It is true in modern America that he 

spends much of his time using artifacts, suoh as machines, but he 

uses them directly upon the soil, plants, or animals• Unlike many 

urban workers, the farmer is st:tll olose enough to nature that he must 

adapt his activities constantly to the raw biological and mete·orologi-

oal forces of nature., In the CT-rural community there is a relatively 

simple division of labor. Oaoupational activities and knowledge are 

diverse and relatively unspeciaUzed. :Most persons understand alt 

phases of the farming enterprise and see it whole. 

lloreaver,_all members of the family are involved.in,, and 

therefore interested in. the agricultural enterprise. For this reason 

and because of fewer _social contacts outside the family, extremely 

rural people tend to be more family-centered_ than urbanites. Thia 

familism includes greater importance being attached to.Jcinship 

relations beyond the immediate family and greater likelihood that the 

aged will be oared tor in the homes of children or other kin than in 
. . 

insti tuti ona •. 
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In our OT-rural community one would expect to find a rather 

strong sense or neighborhood belonging and a high degree of consensus. 

Many attitudes and sentiments would be'held in comm.on by a majority of 

members or the neighborhood. · Social intoraotion with neighbors would 

be of the primary group typo with mutual aid and exchange or work 

commonly practiced.34 

·As in the neighborhood• so throughout the extremely rural 

community. social oontaots would be rolatively fewer, more personal.• 

and- more durable than they would be in the CT-city. -The lowet rate 

of social interaction and the smaller number or social stimuli would 

permit and even encourage the rural resident to interact as an· 

integrated personality rather than segmentally. Almost every person 

with whom the ruralite interacts has a well-recognized status in the 

community. a status toward which others oan reaot with clear-out 

sentiments. Considerable is known about the personal history ·or ea.ch 

member or the community, his f'unation in the oolnmunity• 'his strengths 

and his weaknesses. Uniforms and other standardized symbols are 

unnecessary-. Patterns of social intoraotion are less "standardized" 

than they are 1n the city. Even business relations tend to be infor-

mal, relying to a great extent upon verbal contract and ousto:m.. 

Tradition and informal community pressures are the pr~_dominant 

mechanisms of social control.· Gossip and the fear of' gossip·is a more 

effective deteri•ent · than laws and the courts• Here we would expeot to 

find a relatively high degree of moral integration and a minimum of 

the types of socially deviant behavior frequently associated with 

34 John H. Kolb and Edmund de$. Brunner. A Study of Rural 
·society (1952), PP• 1'13-76. 
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"social disorgani:a.tion.," The "ideal" moral norlllB E\nd the "k•oal" 

behavior patterns more nearly ooinoide· than they do·in the metropolis. 

Finally, the rural conception 0£ morality tends to be inflexible. The 

moral traditions are sacred 0 35 

lt has been emphasized by many sooiologists36 tha.t oond1tions 

of' urban living st'-111.ulate social differentiation and encourage 

individuation. In the small, intimate rural ootmnunity, en the other 

hand, behavior extremes or all kinds are discouraged and tho individual 

who· is "dii'ferontn is not sooially approved. While socio-au1tura.l 

homogeneity in our OT-rural comm.unity would be rar from oomplete. 

there would be a muoh weaker tendency toward social differentiation 

than in the city. With less specialization and 1ntensif1aation of· 

interests, the num.b~r and variety of voll\ntary. assooiations would be 

less.37 Suoh institutionalized groups that do exist are small in 

size and relatively simple in structure. Their funotions toncl ·bo be 

oomparatively general and unspecialized, the general store being an 

example. In these .associations .rortnalized rules and regulations are 

stressed leBs than in their urban counterparts, whilo infoX"Jllal inter-

personal relations play a.more important role. Si:>me kind or social 

olass structure would undoubtedly be round to. exist but it·. la likely 

that the range of class differenoos would be relatively less. At the· 

35 Paul H. Landis, Ru;al Life in Process (2d ed. 1948), P• 94. 

36 Wirth, 2R,• ill,•, P• 14. 
37 Herbert Goldbamer, "VoluntaryAssooiations in the United 

States," in Paul K.·Hatt and Albert J. Reise, Jr. (eda.) 6 Reader in 
Urban Sooiology (1951), PP• 506-11. 
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same time tha st1:1tus structure would be more stable. It ,would bo more 

difficult tor a person to mwe from one status group to auother.38 '. 

One_ factor in the low status mobility is the fact that the 

simple division of labor doas not provide an oooupe.tional ladder to 

higher status. Thero is little shifting of oooupations £or those who 

spend their entire lives in the CT-rural community. Likewise. it ha.a 

generally been accepted tha.t there is relatively less ter>.•ito1•ie.l 

mobility in the very rural area. 

Attitudes which have beon e.ssoc1ated with extreme. 1•ura.liam 

include resistance to change, independence. practicality, conserva-

tism, and a i'e.talistio a.tti tude. There is by no lll8a.ns agi-eement among 

observers as to rural attitudes. Oonpared to the attitudes of the 

majority-of our CT-urban population. it we.a assumed that extremely 

rural people would be more tradition-orien·ted. They would exhibit a 

1nuch greater resista.noe to changes of most kinds. The !'arming enter .. 

prise is s01n.ewblt tno?'e self•sui'fioient than moat urban oocupations and 

this might encourage an att:t tu.de of independenoe •. The symb:to'aio 

relationships which exist between tho f111•ni fa'lllily and others in the 

lar~er comm.unity arc not daily quito as obvious nor quite aa direot as 

they .are for the city dweller. On the other hand• mutual a,.d is quite 

prevalent in extremely rural cormnun:ttiee, indicating a oooporative 

attitude. Mutual aid in suoh oases may be largely a function of a 

situation in which needed help is not available £or hire, and hence, 

services must be exchanged, as goods are exobanged• on a barter basis. 

While rural people are frequently believed to be more oonserve.tive with 

respect to politics. religion• education, foreign affairs. and so on, 

38 Smith, S?,• ~•• Chap. II. 
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this hypothesis has not been adequately tested. The farmer •s depen-

dence upon natural forces over which he ha.a little control is probably 

assoeia.ted with a tendency to take a fatalistic, if' not a superstitious, 

attitude toward those forces. 39 

39 Carl o • Taylor, et eL,, Rural Life in the United States 
(1949), PP• 497-505. JamesMickel Williams, our Rural Heritage {1925) 
especially Chap. '1JJl. · 



CHAPTER II 

PILOT STUDY 

In Chapter I we stated that the problem of the study was to 

construct a composite index which would help to answer the questions 

Relatively how rural or how urban is the socio-cultural structure of 

the population of a given county or standard metropolitan area in the 

United States? To seleot the component indioes of suoh a measure we 

proposed to compare the demographic and socio-cultural oharaoteristica 

of a sample of extremely urban units with a sample of extremely rural 

units. To assist in the selection of these extreme samples. we set 

up in broad outline a constructed type of the most urban population 

which we,could imagine existing in the United States today. This 

bas been labeled the CT•city for brevity. In a similar manner we 

outlined the characteristics of the most rural population we could 

imagine in the United States today, the CT-rural community. With the 

aid of these constructed types a number of hypotheses were formulated 

with respect to the comparative demographic and sooio-oultural 

characteristics of the urban and rural populations. The next task 

was to select a number or indices whioh would disoriminate most 

efficiently between units or the urban sample and-units of the rural 

sample. As a device for exploring sources of data and making a 

preliminary selection or indices, we developed the pilot study which 

will be described in the present chapter. 

26 
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Observational Units 

For reasons given in Chapter I, it was deoided to utilize data 

already published instead 0£ data collected for the express purpose of 

constructing the Index. Hence, the availability or suitable data 

beoame one of the principal criteria for the choice of population 

units. For insta.noe, the township did not appear to be a satisfactory 

unit for our purpose~ because many kinds of data. were not tabulated 

for townships. For the rural sample the county seemed to be the popu-

lation unit best suited to our study. However, at the extremely urban 

end of the rural-urban continuum the county as a unit had the disadvan-

tage or being in many oases only a segment of the urban oommunity• 

whioh we assume to be an organic whole. To use a census tract, a 

county, or even the incorporated part of a city as representative or 

the urban·oommunity as a whole would violate this assumption of organio 

unity. The new unit• the "urbanized area, nl waa delineated by the 

Census Bureau to include the legal oity plus its "urban fringe." This 

unit possessed the advantages 1) or perhaps being fairly representa-

tive of the urban community. and 2) or being more homogeneous with 

respect to some characteristics than the standard metropolitan area. 

1 Each urbanized area contains one or more cities or 50,000 or 
more inhabitants, together with the following types of arean if they 
are contiguous to the central oity or oities or if they are oontiguous 
to any area already included in the urban £ringer. 1) Incorporated 
plaoes with 2,500 or more inhabitants. 2) Incorporated places with 
less than 2.soo inhabitants containing a concentration of 100 or more 
dwelling units with a density or 500 units or more per square mile. 
3) Unincorporated territory with at least 500 dwelling units per square 
mile. 4) Territory devoted to commercial, industrial• transporta-
tional, recreational. and other purposes functionally related to the 
central oity. other noncontiguous areas having 600 dwelling units per 
square mile which lie within certain spatial limits beyond the contigu-
ous urbanized part are also included. For complete definition, see u. s. Bureau of the Census, County and City Data Book, 1962, Appendix B, 
P• · 562. 
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However. if data published by agencies other than the Bureau or the 

Census were to be utilized• we believed that it would be most diffi• 

oult to assemble such data for "urbanized areas." On the other hand, 

since the boundaries or standard metropolitan areas2 follow county 

lines, it would be simple to combine data tabulated on a county•. 

wide basis. to obtain enumerations for the larger ur.ban unit. It was· 

felt that the leveling effect obtained by the inclusion in the SMA or 
the relatively rural sections of the component counties outside the 

"urbanized area" would not seriously deorease·the outstanding i'ural-

urban difforenoes 1Vhioh we believed to exist between populations at 

opposite poles of the oontinuum. After all• it seemed reasonable to 

assume that the way of life of even the "itural" residents of the 

larger SMA's would be rather highly urbanized. Consequently, we 

deoided to use the county as the unit for the rural sample and the SMA 

for the urban sample. Parenthetically, we might say that we oan see 

no reason why the "urbanized area" would not have served as well, as 

long as only 1950 Census data were used. 

Universe 

The next problem was to delimit the universe which was to be 

sampled. It has.been stated that the study was to be limited to the 

United States. Of' this territory we decided to eliminate the 29 

2 Except in New England, a standard metropolitan area is a 
county or group of contiguous counties 1Vhich contain at least one 
oentral oity of 50.000 inhabitants or more. Contiguous oountios are 
inoluded in a SUA. if aooording to certain criteria they are essentially 
metropolitan in character and sufficiently integ~ated with the central 
city. In New England SMA's have been delineated on a town rather than 
a county basis. For a more complete definition, see County and City 
Data Book, 1952, P• xi. 
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"independent" oities whioh are often inoluded in Census Bureau tables 

for oountios. We also oliminated the 4 f'ederal areas. inoluding the 

Dietriot of' Columbia, beoause we did not consider thom to be compar"" 

able to counties or SMA'a elsewhere in the United States.3 This left 

a universe of 3070 counties in the United States in 1950, 274 inside 

167 SMA.'s and 2796 outside S:MA•s. For sampling purposes this universe 

was divided into two sub-universes ao followst a) 167 standard 

metropolitan areas, exoludingWashington, D.c., and b) 2796 counties 

outside of' standard metropolitan areas. 

Selection of Pilot Sample 

For the pilot study, as for the experimental study which we.a 

to follow, we wished to find a group of' SMA's whose characteristics 

approximated as closely aa possible those or the CT-city and a group 

of' rural counties whose sooio-oultural struoture -was similar to that 

of the CT-rural community. It was a simple task to seleot the urban 

part of this purposive sample. For the pilot study we simply ·used the 

10 most populous SMA•s from a list ranking the SMA's aocording to total 

populatio,. This urban sample inoluded the f'ollowing SMA•sa New York-• 

Northeast New Jersey, Ohioago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit, 

Boston, .San Franoisao--OS.kland, Pittsburg, St.·Louis, and Cleveland. 

3 Qir reason for doing this was that we did not oonsider these 
independent cities comparable in socio-cultural structure to counties 
and SMA.•s. For instance, 17 of the independent cities in Virginia each 
have less than 26,000 inhabitants. Seven of the 29 cities were in• 
cluded in our universe as parts of SMA•s. Washington SMA was omitted 
bees.use its demographic make-up and its soc.io-cultul"al structure ,-.-as 
thought to be extremely unlike any other American SMA. The three 
federal areas excluded in addition to the District cf Columbia were all 
within the boundaries of Yellowstone Park. See u. s. Bureau of the 
Census, County and City Data Book, 1952, Appendix B, P• 652. 

4 See Clarence E. Ridley, et e.l. (eds.), Municipal Yearbook 
{1952). Table 2, P• 27. - -
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To select a·sample of extremely rural units was-not so simple. 

Criteria of population size and density, accesoibilit'J• proportion of 

the population engaged in agriculture. and peroentage or rural farm 

residenoe were set up. It soon beoamG obvious that population size and 

density were largely meaningless as indioators of degree or ruralnesa 

when applied to whole oounties. For instance. the population per 

square mile was found to be less for most er the oounties in the 

Mountain and Paoitic States than tor the most sparsely settled oountiea 

or the South Atlantic and East South Central States. We felt that 

phy_s1ca1 and social isolation was an irnportant criterion or rurality, 

but we were not convinced that diotanoo from urban places was an . . 

accurate index of aooess1bility. Aocossibility ia also limited by the 

number and condition of highways. railroads, and bus lines• by cultural 

factors, by topography. and by climatic conditioris. For exampte, 

communities in the northern states are somewhat more isolated during 

winter when roads become blooked by snow. It seems reasonable that a 

community relatively isolated in the mountains somewhere by the 

absence of good roads might possess more of the oharaoteristios or the 

OT-rural community than one equi-distant from a city of 60,000 popula• 

tion towhioh it was connected with a super-highway, fast trains, and 

frequent buses. Even a high peroentage of' rural ram resldenoe and 

employment in agriculture do not seem adequate criteria. For example, 

& farm population in tho dairy area or in the Corn Belt. especially if" 

the county were close to a large city, Jnight have attitudes and values 

which were quite urban. 

After some experimentation we fibally settled upon the follow-

ing oritoria for t~e selection of 10 counties to represent the CT•rural 
oommun1ty for the pilot studya 



l) Counties having the highest percentage of rural farm 

residence, provideda 

2} Sixty-five per cent or more of. the.population were· engaged 

in agriculture; 

3) There were no places in the ·county ,vith a population of 
2,600 or more J 

4) The county was 100 or ~ore Jnilea distant from any oity of 

100,000 or more populatio:n (:Mountainous roads and other barriers to 

transportation ?night permit decreasing this distance requirement); 

5) The county was 50 or_more miles from any oity or so.ooo or 

more. subject to the same qualification as tho fourth criterion; and 

6) Not over 10 per oent of the land e.roa of the county -was 1n 

publio lands• suoh as national forests. parks, or reservations. 

While these criteria were adhered to for the most part,~ tn 

counties ranking higher in percentage 0£ rural farm residence "8re 

passed av-or to obtain a wider geographio distribution. There was 

likewise some e£!'ort made to ob·bain uni·i.s in several of the typo•farming 

.areas as delinoated by the Bureau of Agricultural Eoonomios. 5 '?he 

data for the seleotion of the rural counties used in the pilot study 

were taken from 1940 Census tabulations in the County and City Data 

Book• 1949.6 This source was used beoause the 1950 data were not yet 

available when the study was begun. When the 1960 Census data beoame .. 

available the pilot study was carried out with these more recent da:ta 

but it _-was not feU that it would be neoossary to npoa.t the work 

5 See Carlo. Taylor, et al., Rural Life in the United States 
(1949), Fi~• 35,1 P• 340. - - · 

6 u. s. Bureau of the Censuo, County and City Data Book, 1949• 
Table 3• PP• 74-381. 
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involved in selecting the rure.l sa:rr.ple. Col'lnties whioh were· selected 

.,,ith 1940 data in nocordanoe with the criteria given above Ttere the 

following: Eakar,·Georgia; Elliott, Kentucky: Jefferson Ds.vis1 

Mississippi; Hickory, MissouriJ Garfield, Montana; McPherson and 

Banner, Nebraska.J Ashe .. North Carolina: Oliver, North Do.kote.j s.nd 

Borden, Texas. 

Hypotheses 

Using the constructed type urban and rural cOJnmunities des• 

cribed in Chapter I as reference points, hypotheses were formulated 

rega.rdi~g the demographic and socio-cultural oharacteristios 0£ 

communities distributed along the continuum: The more urban a 

popula"G1ol:J. 

1) The mor~ its population will depend upon a money economy. 

2) The more will commerce and industry predominate over 

agriculture. 

3) The more complex and specialized will be the division of 

labor. 

4) The greater will be the proportion or women employed outside 

the home. 

5) The lower will be the sex ratio. 

6) The less will be the emphasis placed upon family relations. 

?) The higher will be its median age. 

8) The_ loer will be tho proportion or persona in the uppor 

and lower age braokets. 

9) The more oomplex will be the teohnology or the equipm.ont. 

with whioh the dwelling units are fu~nished. 

10) The greater will be its territorial mobility./ 
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11) The moro indireot and impersonal will be ~ts forms of 

oommunioation. 

12) The greater will be the complexity or its machanized forms 

or oomnrunication atd transportation. 

13) The gree.·t;er will be its biological and oulturs.l 

hetei• ogenei ty. 

14) The more will formal training of the young bo stressed. 

16) Tha more highly differentio.tad '1ill b<!> the s·tructure of its 

institutions. 

16) The greater will be tho disparity between the ideal 

cultural norms and actual behavior. 

17) The more oonoontrated .vill be its population. 

18) The more complex and impersonal will bo the forms of. sooial 

oontrol. 

other hypothesoa l!dght ha~e beon formulated. These were aome 

for whioh we-thought we might be ablo to find measures. 

S ouraes of' Data. 

For the pilot stud1 the following souroes or data were used to 

construct indices suggested by the above hypotheses. that is, indices 

whioh wore believed to discriminate consistebtly between tha urban and 

rural units of the pilot sample: 

l) u. s. Census of Populations 1950·. Preprints or Volume II• 

Charaoteristios of the Populntion. 

2) u. s. ConsuR of Housing: 1950·. Preprints of Volume 1. 

General Oha.racteristioa. 

3) u. s. Census of Business, 1948, "\Tolumes I, III, V, and VII. 
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Preprints for the u. s. Census of Agrioulturea 1950 were 

examined but the kinds of data oolleoted by the Census of Agriculture 

were judged unsuitable for oomparing rural counties with standard 

metropolitan areas. The County and City Data Book, 1962 was not 

available at the time that the pilot study Vi8.s made. 

Indices 

Out or this 1950 Census data we constructed 73 simple indioes 

which we thought to be related ~o the hypotheses given above. These 

indices were mostly in the form or percentages or ratios. All are 

presented in Appendix B• where they are listed under the hypothesis 

to which we £eol they most closely relate. The data required for each . 
index were copied on work sheets for the 10 s:MA•s and the 10 rural 

counties or the pilot sample •. The percentages and ratios were then 

computed. 

After carefully o0lllpar1ng these relative values for the urban 
;, 

units with those of the rural units by visual inspeotion and after 

oonsulting several soaiologists. we diaoarded 37 or the indioes -oo.th• 

out further statistical analysis. ·we will not attempt to set forth 

our reasons £or dropping eaoh of the 37 but a few examples will be 

given. Many were discarded beoause they failed to disoriminate 

clearly or consistently between the rural and urban samples. For 

example. the index designed to measure mobility, viz., "Per cent or 
persons one year old and over who were in the as.me house in 1949 and 

1950•" revealed no noticeable difference. between the two samples. A 

ranking of the percentages for the 20 units showed a great deal or 
overlapping. While the size or the sample was muoh too small to test, 
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the hypotheais of mobility as an urban oharacteristio. the index did 

not appear to discriminate consistently. if at all. between extremely 

urban and extremely rural units. 

other indices were discarded because distributions obtained 

with the pilot sample appeared to be unreliable. For instance, per~ 

centage of tho population which was 65 years old and over was 14.4 per 

cent for Hickory County and.only 4.3 per cent £or Borden County, while 

percentages for the SUA'a ranged from 5.4 to 9.7 per oent. This 

measure seemed to be unstable. especially among the rural units. 

To be a satisi'aotory measure an index should be such that 

values or greater or lesser magnitude can be found in all units of 

the distribution. A .few indices were dropped because too many cells 

of our tables were without data. For example, it was found that none 

of the rural counties in the pilot sample had multiple dwellings with 

10 or more dwelling units. The absence of data for the rural counties 

was found to be very prevalent in the Census of Business. where 

volume or sales and other financial data were often withheld to avoid 

disclosure or the records of individual firms. Another reason that 

indices involving money values were avoided wo.s baaed upon the ditfi• 

culties involved in adjusting for the changing value of the dollar. 

Cur constant aim was to keep the index as simple to apply as possible. 

Some indices were discarded for logical considerations. For 

example• after trying out the index of heterogeneity, viz., "Per oent 

or population who are classified as nonwhite," we decided that this 

was more olosely related to regional differences than to rural-urban 

differences. The units located in the North had a low proportion of 

nonwhite while the units in the South had a high proportion, 'V'lbether 
urban or rural. 
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Still others were dropped because they soem.ed to be measuring 

roughly the same aspect of the sooio-oultural struoture as another 

index 1'lhioh appeared to be more reliable. For instance. •per oent of 

employed persons who are farm laborers •. unpaid family workers" was 

disoar-ded in favor of "per oent or employed persons who are unpaid 

family workers." There seemed to be much more consistency in the• 

values obtained for the latter. 

Thus. with the aid or the pilot, study the nwnber ot indioes 

, .was reduced f'rorn 73 to 36., The 36. which_. were retained for the more 

rigorous statistical .analysis of the experimental study are followed 
·.. . . . 

by tau correlation ooeffioients in Appendix B. 



CHAPrER III 

EXPERIMEltTAL STUDY 

A:f'ter the preliminary selection of indices by means ot the 

pilot study• it was necessary to devise a more rigorous technique for 

~he purpose or eliminating those 111easures which would not disoriminate 

oonsis-t;ently between extremely urban and extremely rural population 

units. To aoootnplish this objeotive we selected a sample one half or 
the units of which were as urban as we could find and the other halt 

of which were as rural as we could find. The power or each simple 

index to discriminate consistently between the two classes ot units in 

the sample was then tested statistioall1•-

Selection of the Experimental Sample 

While we originally planned to experiment with a sample of 

approximately 50 urban units and 50 rural .units. we decided that we 

would not have time to do the computations £or a~ large a sample. 

Since the study was to be primarily exploratory and methodological and 

was not to be definitive in any sense. it was decided that a sample of 

35 to 40 units in all would be adequate. 

We had not been satisfied with our method of seleoting the 

rural units of the pilot sample~·. For the experimental sample rural 

sociologists at 18 agrioultural colleges were requ~sted to help seleot 

the "most rural" oountiea in their respective states. We believed 

37 
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that a rural sooiologist who had been working at a state agricultural 

college for a number 0£ years •ould be fairly competent to make a rough 

judgment. in aocordanoe with a set or general criteria as to which ot 

the counties of his state were "most rural." Fully realizing that suoh 

a sample would necessarily be rough and would probably omit some of the 

most rural counties in the country. we decided that it would be 

adequate for our .purpose. 

Since: our aim was to secure counties whioh were as rural· as we 

.could find and still have a rathei- wide geographic distribution. we 

had to set up criteria for selecting the states to be represented in 
.. 

our sample •. For example •.. it seemed rather unlikely that the·. "most 

rural'! county in a state suoh as Connecticut would be!.! rural. as the 

"most rural" counties· in. states with a .large peroentage: or; the popula• 

tion living on farms and engaged in basio agrioulture. • To solve this. 

problem. a table was com.piled showing a). the percentage of the popula-

tion classified as "rural farm" by atates.1 and b) per oent or employed 

persons who were farmers and farm managers, farm. foremen, and farm 

laborers, paid and unpaid, by atates.2 Pero~ntages from. this table 

were plotted on an outline map or the United States and studied for 

distribution. 

At that time we were thinking in terms of a sample of 60 rural 

counties.. To secure _s_uoh a sample which was both as rural as possible 

and rather widely distributed geographically we could either a) select 

1 Computed from. u. s. Bureau of the Census, U~ s. Census of 
Populations 1960, preprint of Vol. I Number or Inhabitants, Part I. 
u •. s. Summary_. Chap. 1, Table 15. . ·. · 

2 Ibid.• Vol. II Characteristics of the Population, Part I 
u~ s. Summaey. Chap. B, Table 79. 
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two oounties es.oh trom 24 states, orb) ohoose three counties-each 

from 17 states. We could obtain a 24-state sample by selecting those 

states which were over 18 per oent rural f's.rm and had over 14 per cent 

engaged in farming, or we could obtain an lB•state sample by selecting 

only those states he.Ting aver 19 per cent rural farm reaidents and 

over 20 per cent engaged in farming. We deoided in favor, of the 18-

state sample• Letters were sent to rural sooiologists in those states 

asking es.oh to name three or the "most rural" counties in his state • 

. In requesting rural sociologists to make these selections, the 

writer .. relt tha_t the homogeneity of the sample could be. increased by 

furnishing them with a _set of rather gene~al criteria ~erived from the 

constructed type rural community. Consequently, a list of 33 suoh 

criteria was enclosed with a form letter a~d a blank for the reply.3 

These letters were mailed in June of 1953. While some-had to be for• 

warded to summer addresses, replies fr01ll l? states were received almost 

immediately. The reply from Iowa was reoeived too late to be included 

in the sample. 

After we decided to reduce the size of the experimental sample 

to 40 or less, a selection had to be made from among-the 51 oountiea 

named ·by the .rural sooiologiats. Sinoe we were not interested in 

obtaining a random sample at this stage, we ohose the simplest 

prooedure of using the first oounty listed by each sociologlst. 

For the urban part ot the sample, _the 18 SMA •s having the most 

populous urbanized areas, excluding Washington, D.o., were ohosen.4 

3 See Appendi~-A for copies of these forms. 

4 Source, u. s. Bureau of the Census. S?_• ~•• Vol. I, 
Part I, Chap •. l• Table. 18. 
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It was thought that the population size of the urbanized area would be 

a better cr.itorion for obtaining the ttm~st ufban" SMA 'a than the 

population size of the entire·standard metropolitan area• the criterion 

used in the piiot study~ Eighteen SMA 's were used to balanoe the 18 

oounties which were planned for the rural sample. Urban and rural 

·units 'Which were ~elected for the experimental sample by the means just 

deooribed wore the following, 

. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLE 

. . . Standard 
Jletropoiitan Areas 

1. · New York.io-Nor'theast 
New Jerser 

2. Chicago 

5. Los Angeles 

4. Philadelphia 

5. Detroit 

6. Boston 

7. Sa.n Franoisoo--Oakland 

8. Pittsburgh 

9. st. Louis 

10. Cleveland 

11. Baltimore 

12. m.nneapolis--st. Paul 

15. Milwaukee 

14. Cincinnati 

15. Buffalo 

16. Houston 

17. Kansas City 

18. New Orleans 

Rural Counties . 

l. Coosa. Alabama 

2~ Newton~ Arkansas 

3. Fannin. Georgia 

4, Clark, Ide.ho 

6. Nemaha. Kansas 

6. Wolfe. Kentucky 

7. Dodge, Minnesota 

a. Perry, Mississippi 

9. Lake• Montana 

10. Perkins, Ne.braske. 

11. Greene, North Carolina 

12. Billings, North Dakota 

13~ Grant, Oklaµoma 

14. Clarendon., South Carolina. 

15. Mellette; S011th Dakota 

16.. Hanoock, Tennessee 

17 • Crook, Wyoming 
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Method of Item Selection 

Since the e:::perimonta.l design called for·a purposive sample of 

two widely-sepa.rated classes or units. techniques of item selection 

baned upon the assUtnption of a normal distribution oould not be used. 

A statistical technique wiioh would test the relative power ot sililple · 

indices to disorminate olenrly between the rural and urban units in 

tho experimental sample was needed. Kendall•s coefficient of rank 

correlation (tau) seemed best suited to the requirements 0£ the present 

otudy.5 

The tau ooef'fioient is designed to measure the degree of agi-ee-

ment or oorrespondenoe between two rankings. The numerical value of 

this oooffioient must range betn·een A, whioh w~uld indioate perf'eat 

agreement, and -1, which would indioa·bo oomplete disagreement. To 

employ this technique of rank correlation some rules of' rank order had 

to bo set up. With the quantitative variables, we decided to oonsidor 

the largest quantity in a given series as oooupying the first rank and 

the smallest quantity the la~t rank. The problem was to o?mpare a 

ranking of quantitative values (peroentages or ratios) with a ra.nld.ng 

or population units whioh had been. f~r the purposes of this phase ·or 

the study, arbitrarily labeled "urban" or "rura1, 1• The SMA •s in the 

experimental sample ware treated as if they were e.ll·o£_eque.l rank. 

Likewise.o the rural oounties ... of' the sample were. treated as i£ they 

were all of equal rank. Then, for the purpose of computing the tau· 

ooeff'icients. a rule was adopted that the urban units of this rural-urban 

diohoto:m;y would rank first and the rural units would rank last. This 

tneant that a positive tau coefficient would be obtained for variables 

5 . Maurice G. Kendall. Rank Correlation Methods (1948), Chaps. 
1 and 3. 
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having higher values (percentages and ratios) for SMA•s than for rural 

counties. Conversely. a negative ooeffioient would be obtained for 

variables having higher values for the rural counties than for the 

The formula which was used for computing the tau coefficients 

between the ranking of a set of index values and the rural-urban 

dichotomy or the experimental sample was the following, 

where S represents the aotual amount of agreement or disagreement in 

the two rankings.6 x the number of SMA.'s, y the number of rural 

counties, n the total number of units in the sample (x ./y). and U 

the sum of deductions tor tied ranks among the index valuea.1 

Tau coefficients for the 36 indices retained from the pilot 

study and for 8 new indices which were not examined in the pilot study, 

a total or 44 in alla were computed. These coefficients, together 

with the indices which they represent. are tabulated in Appendix B. 

They range from -.72 to l.73• 12 of them indicating a negative 

relationship and 32 a positive association. A few examples of a low 

degree or agreement were the tollowinga 8 

6 For an explanation of the.meaning of Sand the method ot 
computation, see Kendall, ~• .2.!!• • PP• 4-6. 

7 ~•• P• 34. 
8 Item numbers correspond to the classification system used in 

Appendix B.- The value following each item is the tau coefficient 
obtained for that item with the experimental sample. · 
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III-B-1 Marriage rate • ./.28 

III-0-1 Crude birth rate ..... 39 

III-D-1 Infant mortality rate .... 26 

Number of pers·ons who lived in· a 
VI...A-l different county or abroad in 1949 x l000 •• 35 

Total population • 

1X...A•4 Persons 25 and OV'er completing less than five 

grades ••• 24 

On the other hand• 18 or the 44 indices yielded tau coefficients ot 

plus or minus .70 or more. Twelve others were between /.ao and ,'.69 

or between -.so and -.691 indicating a large number of indices with 

rather good discriminating power. 

Next, an attempt was made to test the signif'ioance of' these 

tau ooef'fioients. Actually• the procedure is a test of the signii'i• 

canoe of the numerator "S" of the tau quotient.9 The general formula 

for the significance test isa S where 0-5 is the standard 
CS-5 

deviation of s. Because the "sampling distribution ot Kendall's tau 

converges to normal very rapidly and can be considered normal whenever 

N is equal. to 0or greater than 10,nlO tables 0£ areas under the normal 

ourve oari be used· to estin-.ate the probability that a given multiple of 

the standard dev1atiori will b~ attained or e:xoeeded.11 The oritioal 

ratio (hereafter designated by "O.R.") obtained by dividing S 'by its 

9 Kendall, S?_• 2-.!!•• P• 40. 

lO Margaret jarman Hagood and Daniel o. Price, Statistics for 
Sociologists (rev. ed., 1962). P• 470. 

ll Kendall, ~• 2.!:!2,•, P• 40. 



standard deviation will be in standard deviation units, so that any 

O .R. over l.9_6. will bt, significant·. at the 5 per oent level and a O.R. 

over 2.58 will be significant at the l per cent level. 

The· formula used for finding the standard deviation wa.sa 

where x is the nwnber of SMA's, 1 is the num_ber of rural counties, n 

• is the total number of' units, and t is the nwnber of me~bers in any 

one ae~ or t1ed r~nks among the index valuea.12 We oomputed the o .R. •s 

for all 44 indices of the experimental study. These have been 

tabulated along with the tau ooeffioients in Appendix B. 

It was found that the tau coeff'ioients for the following 

indices were no~ signifioant at the 5 per oent levela 

III-B•l Marriage rate 

III-D-1 Infant morta15:t;y rate 

IX....A-4 Persons 25 and aver oomple·l;ing less than five grades 

Two more were significant at the 6 per cent le'V'el but not at the 

l per cent level. They were, 

III-C-1 Orude birth rate 

Number of persons who lived in a 
VI-A•l different oounty or abroad in 1949 x 1000 

Total population 

The tau coefficients or the remaining 39 indices were significant at 

the l per _oent level. In fMt, 16 wer9 significant at the .000002 

level, which was interpreted to mean that if an infinite number of 
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samples were.drawn from the.universe; e.n agreement between the ranking 

of index values and that or the rural urban diohotonw of the degree 

found would have a probability of oocurring ·by ohanoe,not more than 

two times out of a million. 

Since the purpose of the experimental phase of the study waa 

to select out of the 44 indices tested a considerably reduced number 

of items which discriminated most efficiently between the urban and 

rural units of the experimental sample. it was necessary to establish 

some criteria for making thio selection. Because of the amount of, 

work. i~oived it was not feasible to compute ·a matrix of intercorrole.~ 

tions (tau ooef'f'ioients) · for each pair of tho 44 items. It was noted 

that one half' of the items tested against the experimental sample had 

tau coeffioients greater than ,'.as. ~bile one half were l~es than ,'.65. 

Consequently. the following oriteria were arbitrarily establishedt 
. . 

l) Attempt to measure e.s many aspeots as possible or the 

sooio-oultural struoture of the community. Specifically, try to keep 

ono or more indioes in eaoh or the broad categories under whioh our 

hypotheses had been olassified.13 

2) Retain only those indices with a tau ooeffioient of .66 or 

greater. positive or negative. 

3) Retain only those indices wi~h a C.R. of 4.0 or greater. 

That is. the probability (P) value should be equal to or greater than 

.0000634.· 

~everal exooptions in the application of these criteria will 

have to be explainad. The quantities which follow eaoh index are the 

tau ooeftioient and the C.R •• respectively. 

13 See Appendix B. 
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!II .. A-1 Sex 1•atio1 Total nulnber of males x · 100 (•.64, 4.47) 
Total number of females 

While the tau ooeff'ioient was slightiy under .as. we de.aided to retain 
' . 

the index at this stage or our study, because we had not been able to 
;.,. 

find a more useful measure for the whole arP-a of the family. The 

item, "sex ratio of persons 14 years old and over who were single,"· 

tested out equally well but appeared to be measuring muoh the same 

aapect of the structure of the population. -When the rankings obtained 
.. 

by the two different sex ratio~ were compared» a tau ooeffioient of 

/.78 ;eaulted• so we decided to retain only the index for the sex 

ratio .:or the total population. 

'N-B-1 Per oent of population which is under 6 years of age 

(•.62., 4.34) this was retained• beoause we oould find no better index 

or "age oomposition1 " one of' the broad oategol'1es ot population 

struoture. In aooordanoe with the first criterion above• w$ £elt an 

index 0£ this aspect 0£ the population was needed •. The index 0 median 

age" tested equally well, so a tau coei'fioient was· oomputed between 

,the two~ It turned out to be /.Bl; ~owe discarded the latter whioh 

had a slightly lower C.R. A further reason tor this ohoioe was that 

item 'N-B•l had appeared to be more discriminating on the pilot study. 

V....A-1 Per oent of' dwelling units with hot running water; 

private toilet and bath, and not dilapidated (/.72, · 6.03) 

V-A-2 Per cent 0£ dwelling units having no piped running 

water c-.72, s.oo) 
V-A-3 Per oent of' dwelling units reporting a kitchen sink 

(/.12, 5.00) There seemed to be a great deal of overlapping among 

these three indices in th~ "home equipment'' category. Tau ooeffioients 

for interoorrelations. of'. these three indices are shown in Table l. 
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Table 1 

TAU COEFFICIENTS FOR INTEROORRELATIONS 
OF SELECTED INDICES OF HOME EQUIP:MEN.r 

V-iA-1 V-A-2 V...A.;_3 

V-.A•l .. .,sa ,/.so 
V-A-2 •• ea •• a2 

V-A•3 7'.ao ..... a2 

Sinoe the tau coefficients were all very high, we deoidod to retain 

· only one or the three indices. V-A-3 had the disadvantages of .. -being 

based.: on a 20 per cent sample. so we eliminated that index. We 

objected personally to V-A•l as an index because or the rather sub•· 

jeotive qualification "not dilapidated," Consequently, we ohose rather 

arbitrarily to.retainV-A-2 as an index of rurality. 

We obtained-a tau correlation ooeffioient or /.73 between 

VtolA.-4, "per cent or dwelling units reporting eleotrio lighting," and 

V--A-5, "pet cent of oooupied dwelling units with meoho.nioa.1 r$f1"igera• 

,tion.n .SinoeV-A-4 was more discriminating than V-A-6 on the experi~ 

mental sample. as measured by their tau ooeffioienta (See Appendix»). 

we retained the former and discarded the latter~ 

V•A-6 Per cent of oooupied dwelling.units with central heating 

(../.67, 4.57) · While th$.s index met our criteria• .. vre .discarded it 

because a) it was marginal, b) we had two more etf'ioient measures of 

degree of oom.plexity of home equipment. and o) logically, central 

heating would vary with the coldness of the climate perhaps even more 

than with the degree of urbanness of the population.-

VIII-.A-1 Per cent or persons 21 years of' age and over·who 
were foreign born (,'.Go, 4.21) This index was retained because we 
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were unable to find a more efi'ioiont measure or tho cultural hetero-

geneity of ~he population. Because of the emphasis whiohWirth and 

others ha.vo plaoed upon heterogeneity as a basic chnraoteristic of 

urba~ism, we felt that we needed some index or this oharaoteristio. 

IX-A•l ?i!edian school years COlllpleted (,' .. 49; 3.62) 

lfe can perhaps be fairly criticised for retaining this index with its 

relatively lmr tau ooef'ficient. However, it was felt by us and by our 

advisers that we should have a measure ot the amount of formal 

education received by the population. This was the best index we were 

able t~ find, with the exoeption or IX-A•~• "Per oent o£ persons fiva 
-· 

and six years old who were enrolled in kinde~garten,n which we 

retaiued also. The latter ln8aaure has certain disadvantages whioh 

were evident on both the experimental and the random samples. For a 

nt1mbar of oounties there were no kindergarten enrollees enumerated. 
. . 

In a number of other counties not more than five or ten were tabulated. 

Because or the small numbers involved we had doubts about the reli-

ability and discritninability of this index. 

IX-B-1 Per cent or employed persons who are in public 

administration (/,57• 3,99) 
IX•B.;2 Per cent of employed persons in medical and other 

health services (,',73. 5,04) The tau correlation ooeffioient 

between these 2 indices was ./,60, which aoemed lo,r enough to justify 

retaining both. However. our retaining IX-B-1 was probably not 

justifiable, At this stage in tbe research we were looking for at 

least one measure for the structure or eaoh or the major social 
'•. ' insti tut:tons. We re·tained IX-B-1 as a measure or governmental 

structure. while IX-B-2 :was considered to be an index of health and 
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welfare institutions,._ :Besides, 1.ve had a hunch that lX•B-l ou.;ht to 

be an efficient index of the degree or urbanness. Our hunch was not 

substantiated and that index was dropped in the next phase of the 

study. 

x ... A-1 .Per cent of the oivilian labor :f'oroe who vrere unemployed 

(/.so., 3.50) The only defense 'Which we can offer £or the retention 

of this index is the first criterion. We felt that wo should have a 

i:neasure of normative integration and this is the best we were• able to 

,:discover. While unemplos,111ent does not neoessa.i-1ly indicate 111.oral 

disintegration, it does indicate a disparity bet-ween the idea.1 norm cf 

full employment for those who wish emp1~trb and the actual societal 

situation. M~reover. it was assumed that a person's oooupational tole 

and his role as earner of the· family income are so 'bflda and• so 

intimately related to personal and sooial integra:l;ion ·t;;ha.t the denial 

of the opportunity £or employment would soon af'fcot other aspects ot 

the person's way of life. 

It was suspected that the oorrolation between I-A-8, "per cont 
·, 

of employed persons who are private wage and salary workers,."· a1,d 

'V'II.J.-1, "per cent· or pers ono who are c lorioal and kindrred workers," 

might be high, so the t~u coefficient was ooJnputed. It turned out to 

be ,'.68, whioh 'WO did not think high enough to justify dropping e5:bhel' 

index. ao both wore reto.itied. · 

llhen the experimontal study was completed the 44 indices 

tested by tho tau technique had ceen reduced to 25. The 25 indices 

which were retained are marked with an asterisk in Appendix D. These 

indices wero··then applied t:> the random. sample oi' units used in the 

next phase of the study. Thie will be described in Chapter IV. 
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ITEM REDUCT'ICN 

The next phase of our study involved the selection or a random 

sample •Of population units. the oo:mputation of oomposite soores with 

:the 25 simpie indices seleoted by means or the experimental study, and 

the o~rrelation ot eaoh set ot component index soores with the set of 

composite scores. The purpose of this step was three-fold• namely, 

l) to check the validity of the items selected by means of the experi-

mental sample, 2) to examine the nature of the relationship between 

each set or component item scores and the set or composite soores, and 

3) further to reduce the number of indices by the eiimination of those 

whoso scores were not closely associated with the soores of the com-

posite index., The assumption was made, rightly or wrongly, that the 
.:, 

phenomenon which we ftre trying to measure would be self•oonsistent. 

Honoe, the·set of indices used to measure it should possess a rather 

high·degree of seir-consistenoy. th.at is• tor population units having 

a relatively high composite urbanness score all of the component 

scores should be relatively high. If' the scores ot a given simple 

index did not vary concomitantly with the composite index scores, then 

it was assumed that the item was not an efficient indioator ot the 

phenomenon which we were calling urbanneas.1 

1 The tel'Jll nurbanness," as 1 t is used in the present study-• is 

60 
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Selection of the Random SamP.!!_ 

Since this is in no sense a definitive study. we decided that 

a random sample of 40 units would be sufficient for our purpose of 

exploring a technique~ We tried stratifying our universe in several 

different ways but finally chose silllply to list the 167 sim.•s and the 

2796 counties outside of SMA.•a2 together alphabetically by states and 

-make a random selection from. this list• so that each S:MA and eaoh 

county outside of the SUA•s would have an equal chance of being drawn • 

. The population uni ts in ·this alphabetical 11st were numbered fr01J1 

l to 2963.. Forty numbers· within this range were obtained from a table 

of random numbers3 and-the units having the corresponding numbers were 

drawn from the alphabetical list. Units thus selected for the random 

sample were the f'ollowinga 

RANDOM SAMPIE 

1. St. Clair County. Alabama 

2. Del Norte County., California 

,3. Modoc County, California 

4. Summit County., Colorado 

5. Monroe County, Florida 

6. Screven County, Georgia 

7. Camas O ounty, Idaho 

a. Grant County., Indiana. 

9. Audubon County., Iowa 

10. Clayton County., Iowa 

11. Hardin O ounty, Iowa 

12. Ellsworth County, Kansas 

intended to mean resern.blanoe to the 18 SMA's of the experimental 
sample., with respect to the aha.racteristias being measured by the com-
ponent indices employed. _The term nurbanism," on the other hand., is 
used to refer to the mode of life in those cities. Urbanness refers 
to urban-like ecological and sooio-oultural structure., while urbanis,n 
refers to a way of life. which we take to be a dynamic prooeas. 

2 See "Universe" in Chapter II. 

3 :R. A. Fisher and F. Yates., Statistical Tables tor Biological, 
Agricultural, and Medical Research (3d ed., l948)., P• 93. 
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13. Stanton County, Kansas · 27 •. Bryan County, Oklahoma 

14. Fleming County·, Xentuoky 28. Muskogee Oounty, Oklahoma 

15. Greenup County, ·Kentucky 29. Marion County~ Tennessee 

16. Boston SMA, Massachusetts so. Sevier County~· Tennessee 

17. Nantucket County, 14assaohusetts 31. Hartley County, Texas 

18. Hillsdale County, Michigan 32. Kent County, Texas 

19, Ohiokaaaw County, Mississippi 33, Martin County, Texas 

20, Howard County, Missouri 34. Midland County, Texas 

·. 21, Howell County, Missouri 55. Frederick County, Virginia 

22. Jefferson County, Montana. 36. Okanogan County, Washington 

23. Hunterdon County, New Jersey 37 .. San Juan County, \Ve.shington 

24. Duchess County, New York 38, Raleigh County, West Virginia 

25, Yancey County, North Carolina 39. Pierce County, Wisconsin 

26, Eddy County, North Dakota. 40. Waupaca County, Wisconsin 

Computation of Standard Scores 

We evaluatod·for eaoh of the units of the random sample the 

25 simple indices whioh were retained in the experimental study. This 

resulted·in 25 distributions or peroentages and ratios, which we have 

treated as raw soores. Thinking of these as soores rather than per-

oentages·, we proceeded· to compute the mean and standard deviation for 

eaoh distribution. Then, the raw soores were ocnverted to standard 

scores ·by means of the following formula, 

wheres is the standard soore. Xis the raw score, U is the mean of 

the distribution, and er is the standard deviation of the 
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dis1iribu·l:ion. The purpose of this ntep wa.a. or oourse,, ·t;o obtain 

rolativo indo~ values whioh oould be combined into a oomposita index 

scora-.4 Combining standard scores in lieu o!' "relatives," created 

by dividing eaoh 1ndexva.lue by the United States ave,:-age• has the 

advantage of giving equal weight to all or tha oomponan·tt indioeh 6 

Item Weighting 

A system or weighting was employed based roughly on the o.R.'s 
obtained in the experimental study.,6 Sixteen of the 25 indices were 

.... . 

·round to have a o .. R. of 4,..75 or more. To simplify computations. a 

weight of l.O_ was assigned to those 16 items. while to the remaining 

9 items were assigned weights whioh were fraotions of 1.0 roughly 

proportional to the relative size of their c.,R. 'h The 0 .R. '• were 

grouped into 5 classes and each index ,ras weighted in aooordanoe with 

the size of the midpoint of' the olass into which its CoRe f'ello The 

class intervals used in determining itom weights are shown in Table 2~ 

An example may help to clarify the procedure of weightinge Fr~ 

Appendix B we find that a C.R~ of 4.21 'i'18.S obtained for tho index, 

"per cent of persons 21 years old and over who were foreign born." 

Since this o.R~ fells in the class interval 3.75-4.24, we assigned a 

weight of o.8 to the item. A complete list of woightB for the 25 

items tested in this phase of' the study is given in Appendix c. Time 

4 E. F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics (1938). 
PP• 134-6. 

5 For a good description of the technique of combining 
"relatives," see Margaret J. Hagood• Sta.tistioa tor Sociologists 
(1941), PP• 225-233. 

6 See Chapter III and Appendix B. 
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Table 2 

CLASS IliTERVALS USED IN GROUPING CRITICAL RATIOS 
FOR TllE .PURPOSE OF DETERMINING ITEM WEIGHrS 

Item 
O.R. •a :Midpoint Vfeight 

2.75-3.24 s.oo .6 
' 

3.25-3~'74:. 3.50 .7 

S.75•4.24 4,00 .s 
4.25-4~74 4.50 .9 

4 .. 75..;.5.24 s.oo 1.0 

limit~tiona would not permit the more laborious toohnique of employing 

fa.otor analysis to determine item weights. !twas f'elt that the 

technique "Whioh we used was adequate for the small sample with which 

we were working in the present study.7 

Composite Scores 

Enoh of tho standard soores vias multiplied by the .. item•s 

~ight. . The· signs ,vere revorced on 6 1nd:tcea because we chose to. let .. 
a high score represent a high degree or urbanness e.nd e. low soore a 

lovt degree or uroonness • . Indices for wrhioh tho ::ic;ns were reversed . 
were the tollowing: 8 

I-.A-3. Per oent who a.re unpaid family \ID rkers 

I-B-4 . Per cent or population olassii'ied as "rural farm" 

7 For a di.soussion or item lfeighting by means of te.otor 
analysis, see Hagood and Price, Statistics for Sociologists {rov. ed., 
1952), Chap. XXV'I. Also, see M'argaret J. Hagood, Farm Qperator Family 
Level or Living Indexes for Counties of the United States 19301 19401 
1945, and 1950 (1952), PP• 76-79. 

8 Item numbers refer to olassifioation systom used in Appendix B. 
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III-A•l Sex ratio 

IV-B-1 Per oent of population under 5 years of age 

V-A-2 Per oent of dwelling units with no piped running water 

XI-A-2 Per cent olaasified as "one-dwelling-unit detached 

structures" 

Next, a constant was added to all weighted standard scores to make all 

of them positive for easier arithmetic manipulation. It ,ms noted 

that the standard scores tor our sample ranged from -4.40 to /a.22, 
so the value 6 was chosen for the constant. We thought that it we.a 

large. _enough to oounteraot most extreme negative so ores on any sample_. 

To combine the component scores for a given county or SMA into 

a composite, score we simply oaloulated the arithmetic mean of the 

component weighted standard scores (plus 6) for that unit. For units 

which had data missing from one or more cells the ~omposite score was 

obtained by uaing the arithmetio mean of those component soores which 

were available. No attempt was made to interpolate 1nisaing data. 

Thia was not a serious problem. Twenty•tive ooJnponent scores were 
··, 

available for 34 units. twenty-tour scores for 6 units, and twenty• 

three scores for 1 unit. 

Correlation of Component Scores With Composite Scores 

The set of composite scores obtained by the procedure just 

deaoribed ~s used as an internal criterion for testing each or the 

25 sets of component scores tor oonoomitanoe of variation or. 1n other 

words, for consistency of measurement.9 It was assumed that those 

9 For a discussion of some of the limitations of tests of 
internal consistency, see R. F. Sletto. The Construction of Personality 
Scales by the Criterion of Internal Consistency, (1937). 
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indices whose, distribution of scores was most closely associated with 

the distribution ot·oomposite scores.would be the most effioient 

indicators ot-urbanness. and therefore. should be retained in the final 

Rural-Urban,lndex. 

·Our first taskvm.s to check for linearity the relationship 

between each or the 25 sets of component scores and the set of.com• 

posite so ores. This we did by oonstruoting s. scatter diagram for each 

pair of distributions to be compared •. · In plotting these diagrams•, the 

composite scores were used. as the Y coordinate and the component 

scores being com.pared were used as the X coordinate. 
•,.. ' •' 

For 15 of the items the relationship being examined appeared ;, 

to be certainly linear. While we ·did not attempt· any curve fitting. 

i'ourot.the soatter:plots seemed roughly to approxima.te a modified 

exponential ourve.10. these were: 

I•A-3· Per cent ·of employed persons who are. unpaid £amity 

(reversed) 

V-A-2· Dwelling units having no running water (reversed) 

V-A-4 -Dwelling units reporting eleotrio lighting· 

VII-A-2 Dwelling .units reporting radios 

_In these £our oases the incidence of the oharacteristio seemed to 

increase at an ino.reasing .rate as one moved from the population units 

with a low composite score to those wit~,a high oomp~site score. 

Another way of describing the relationship might be by noting that 

once a certain degree of urbanness, that is. a composite score of a 
' certain size. waa reached there was little difference in the inoidenoe . . ' 

or the trait. 

lO See Hagood and Price. ~• ill•, PP.• 446-'7 • 
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The following two indices produced a kind· ·o·r fan-shaped con• 

figuration,- indicating little variability in inoidenoe of the trait in 

the more rural counties with a-greater variability as the site of the 

composite score·,inoreasedt 

VII-B-l In transportation, 001Dmunioation and other public 

utilities 

IX-B-1 In publio administration 

With one or two exoeptiona in eaoh case,. the umreighted standard 

scores.for those two indioes were smaller than ,'1.0. so it is evident 

~hat the variability- among inost or the units was not great. On the 
.• 

other hand, Greenup County,. Kentuoky, had a standard score ·ot .. {5.6,9 

for VII-B'"'.l and Monroe County. Florida, had a standard so ore ot t_ ,5.66 
for nc.;.n.1. 

Three scatter diagrams-bad a large proportion of the points 

grouped olose to a vertioal axis whioh would interseot the X•soale 

somewhere between s.o and 6.o •. It will be recalled that a c·onstnnt of 

s.o was added to all standard soores.11 so 6.0 on the X•soale or the 

soatter•diagrams represents the mean of a given set or component index 

scores. For the three following indioes, e. large proportion of units 

had equally low component scores. although their composite scores 

vai-ied·between 600 and 700a 

VII-A•3 Dwelling units reporting television seta 

IX•A-3 Per cent of persons 5 and 6 years old 1n kindergarten 

XI•A•l Population density ratio 

In 6 counties no television sets wore reported,· while in 30 · others 
3 per oent o~ less of oooupied dwellings answering this question 

ll Of. "composite Scores" above. , 
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reported television sets. In other words. only 12½ per cent of' the·. 

uni ts in the sample ·,:,eported any substantial number or sets. This 

aocounts for the bunohing or points at th&' lower end or the X-soale 

with B few scattered points high on the aoale. 

A silllilar distrib~t1on was noted for the peroentage of children 

5 and 6 years of age who were enrolled in kindergarten. Nine.counties 

reported none, while 14 others reported less than 5.,2 per oent. There 

was oonsiderable variability among the ·roJnaining 17 units, with higher 

: incidence tending to be e.asooia.ted with large1· composite scores. Vie 

sugge~_t that this index be revised in future studies by using as a. 
•' 

be.so "persons 6 and 6 years or age·enrolled in eohool" in lieu ot 

"total numbe:r or persons .5 and 6 yeo.rs .of o.ge. 11 Wo believe that tha 

fotttl8~ base would make the index more disoriminating between rural and 

urban unita and would not be so eubjeot to regional differenoes in. 

educational opportunities as the present form. 

The points on the s~atter diagram for population density' ratio 

were grouped muoh more o ompaotly along a.. vertical axis tho.n for· the 

two indioos just disoussed. Ninety per cent of the points fell 

between 5.75 and e.o on the x-soale. This means that standard scores 

for 36 counties were between •• 2a and zero. while.the standard -score 

for Boston SMA. was ,'a.22. The positions on the diagram of a few 

points for units 'With a relatively high composite score suggest that a 

distribution for a larger sample might possibly :form a ourve~ . If' so, 

it appears-that this curve would havea·very steep positive slope•· a 

rather sharp bend to the right as medium-sized.SUA•s were plotted• and 

then a very lliild positive slope as the larger SMA'a were plotted. We 

have little evidenoe ao far, however, upon whioh to base suoh a hypothesis. 
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Two soattfH' diagrams revealed no apparent pattern of e.ssooia-

tion. They woret 

IV-B--l . Pe1•sons uudel4 6 years or age.(reversed) 

Although the· 1inear3:by of several of the 1'elationships examined 

by 111eana or soatter plots -was somewbat doubtful. to save time wo 

decided to proceed. on the assumption the.t all relationships were 

linear a.nd to compute simple linear correlation ooeffioionts £or all 

25 sets of scores. •In adopting this assumption we were l'flindful of the 

fact that the linear correlation ooeffioient is always smaller than 

the curvilinear ooeffioient• in oases which justify a ourvilinoar 

e.ssumption.12 For example, if' Tie obtained a linear oorrela.tion • 
. 

coofi'icien·t. for item V-A-2, "no piped running water," 'Whioh was sign1• 

fice.nt at the l por oent·tevol, wo would knor, tho.t.the curvilinear 

correlation coef'.f:lciont (assuming that the relationship were 

curvilinear) ,vould be even largei-. A complete list of the correlation 

coefficients, together with ·!;heir level of signii'ics.noe. is given in 

Appendix D. 

In ·lll8.king this part ... nhole tost of· internal consistoney it is 

customary to eliminate from the computation of composite scores the 

set of component s~ores to be tested, especially if the number of 

component, iteina are few in number.-13 Hovrever, • with 25 component 

indices, each item would account for only 4 per cent of.the total 

variance in the se-b of composite soores.·- Wo did not believe that the 

12 Hago~ a~d Prio~ • .21?.• ~•• PP•· 443•4•· 

13 Quinn !!cNe:-.ar, Psychological Statistics (1949); P• 139. 
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resul ta of' the test would be i1nproved sufficiently to justify the 

additional labor -involved in this step. Consequently, v:e simply 

computed produot-JnOment 0·01•rela.tion coefficients between each sat of 

oOJnponent scores a.nd the set ·or composite scores· constructed by com-

bining the weighted standard· scores· of all 25 indioes. 

Cnly 3 correlation coefficients out of the 25 were not 

statistioe.ll.y· significant at the 6 per cent level, These wores 

III.:.A-1 Sex ratio (reversed) r a ,/.00 

IV-B-l l'ersons under 5 (revorsod) r • /.19 

VII-B-1· In tro.nsporte.tion, communication and other publio 

utilities r • /.24 

The question ms.y proporly be asked: If these items are not indices of 

urbannass, why--were thoy not oliininated by the experitnent~l study? We 

were unable to explain tho oomplote abuenoo 0£ assooiation betTtoon the 

ooores for.sex ratio and the COlllposito index soorea except to guess 

that either the expEirimente.l sQJnple o:r our random sample was atypical.• 

with respeot to this par"11ioulai• ohllre.cteria·~io. For instance, -Soreven 

County, Georgia., whioll is ·bhe nmost rural11 county in the random 

sample (o.ooording to oomposite sooro), had a sex ratio or 99.;8. 

Chioke.so.w County, Mississippi, -vmioh ranked 38th from the top or the 

list of COJIIposite soores (See Table 3), had a oex ratio of 95.7, and 

Sevier County, Tennessee, which ranked 35th, had a sex ratio or 98.4. 

Boston SMA, Duchess County, New York, Nantucket County, llasso.ohusottn, 

Midland County, Texas, and Yuskogaa Cou~ty, Oklahoma.• all had sex 

ratios below 100.0, as would have beon expected froxn. their high 

urbanness soores, but Monroe County, Florida. whioh ranked 5th on -

total urbanness, had a sex ratio o£ 148.9, the highest or all the 
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Table 3 

COMPOSITE SCORES FOR THE FORTY UNITS OF THE RANDOM SAMPLE 
ARRANGED IN oru:ER OF SO ORE SIZE 

Score Score Rank Rank 
County with 12 with 25 with 12 with 25 
or SMA indices indices indices indices 

Boston SMA. 836 804 1 l 
Duchess. N •. Y. 763 719 2 2 
Midland, Tex. 747 678 3 4 
Nantucket, Mass. 716 70'1 4 3 
Monroe, Fla.. no 662 5 6 
Grant,..Ind. 683 658: 6 6 
Kuskogee,. Okla.., 678 656 7 8 
Hunterdon,. N. J._ 672 657 8 7 
Summit, Colo •. 647 631 9 9 
Del Norte, Calif'. 634 - 615 10 13 
Okanogan,· Wash. 623 629 11 10 
Hillsdale, Mioh. 622 624 12 11 
Modoc, Calif• 620 597 13 19 
San Juan, Wash. 612 605 14.6 16 _ 
Waupaca, Wis. 612 607 14.6 16 
Hardin,, Iowa 611 619 16 12 
Ellsworth, Kans •. 610 602 17 18 
Jefferson, Mont.: 609 599 18.6 17 
Hartley;, Tex. 609 586 18.6 22 
Raleigh, W. Va. 602 609 20 14 
Bryan,. Okla •. 692 692 .,21 21 
Camas, Idaho 581 682 22 24 
O layton;,, Iowa 679 680 23 26.5 
Audubon,, Iowa 577 683 24.6 23.5 
Eddy, N ., Dak. 577 673 24.6 28 
Pierce, Wis •. 676 680 26 26.5 
Howard,_ Mo. 571 594 27 20 
Greenup, Ky •. 544 583 28 23.6 
Stanton; Kans •.. • 642 559 29 31 
:Marion, Tenn. 636 664 30 29 
Frederick, Va •. 533 662 31 30 
Howell, Mo. 528 564 32.5 32.6 
Martin •. Tex., 528 636 32.5 36 
St. Cl~ir,. Ala •. 626 554 34 32.5 
Kent, Tex., 514 547 · 36 34 
Chiokasaw,_ W.ss •.. 606 620 36.6 38 
Sevier,, Tenn. 505 538 36 •. 5 36 
Fleming._ Ky• 494 523 38 37 
Yanoey, N. Car., 490 610 39 39 
Soreven, Ga. 463 493 40 40 
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units in the sample. For some reason the :relationship found for the 

random sample does not square with that found on the experimental 

sample where we obtained a tau coefficient of •.64 and a C.R. of. 4.4'11 . . 

indicating considerable agreement between the Size of· sex ratios and 

our rural-urban diohotonw of units. 

Again, the low degree of association between "per cent of per• 

sons under 5" and the oomposi'te scores for the random sample does not 

bear out the results .of the experimental study, where a tau of •.,62 and 

a C.R. of 4.34 were obtained. Theoretically, vre muld expect a. larger 

percentage ot persons under·5 in the more rural counties where 
',. 
,, 

fertility is supposed to be relatively high and "I/here large falllilies 

are not so much of an economic handicap. Our experimental study 

seemed to, bear out this hypothesis. On the other hand• if' the com-

posite scores on the. random sample can be. taken as an index of the 

degree or urbanness, then doubt is thrown upon the hypothesis by the 

low correlation ooeffioient or /.19. Some units .from the random 

sample which contributed to this low- correlation coeffioient were the 

rollowtng1 Midland County, Texas, whioh ranked 4th from the top of 

the composite soores, had an unwoightod .standard score of -l.29, after 

aigns had been reversed, while Kent.County, Tex~s, which ranked 34th, ' ' 

}md a standard so ore of /t.04, just thE3 oppos5. te of wlat would have 

been e,::peoted 11 Hunterdon County, New Jersey,. which ranked 7th as to, 

urba.nne~s, · had a standard l(loore of -3,.13, while HD\'fD.rd .County, lliseour1, 

which ranked 20th, had a standard soore of ,'4.23. In a replication 

of this study the item IV-A-2, "median age," should be substituted 

for IV-B•l, nper cent of persons under five." and tested against the 

set of composite soores. "Median age" was just as disoriminating on 
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the experimental study and might prove to be more reliable tha.n -

IV-B-1. 

The correlation ooef!'ioient between the -scores tor-item 

VII•B-1, "persons in transportation. ooJDJnUnioa.tion e.nd ·other public 

utilities,.'' ·and the composite scores was .,t.24. In the preceding sec .. 

tion we have noted that the scatter diagram for- this relationship wa.s · 

a peculiar con.figuration. All except two of the unweighted standard 

scores was smaller.than /1.0. whiia Greenup County, Kentucky. whose 

rank in the -list of composite scores was 23.5,, had a standard so ore 

of /s_._59 for this item. When Greenup County was eliminated from the 

oompute.tions, .a correlation coefficient of /.62 ,ms obtained. This 

coe££ioient is significant at the l per oent level. 

Two of the 25 correlation ooef!'ioients of the internal 

consistency test 'Were si~nifioant at the 5 per oent lovel but not at 

the 1 per cent level. They werea 

I-B-3 Paid wholesale employees r ./.41 

IX-B•l In public administration r = ./.37 

Item I-B-3 had a tau coefficient of ,'.70 and a C.R. o£ 4.43 on the 

experimental study. ;On the random sample data were missing on this 

item £or 4 units •. All except. two or the unweighted standard scores , 

were smaller than io. 75• ·which indicates low variability. 'rhe so ore 

for Okanogan County. Washington,,,vas e:xtreme,with a standard score .or 
./5.16. 

Item IX-B-1 was tDargine.l in the experimental sample with a tau 

ooeffioient of ./.57 and a C.R. or 3.99. It probably should have been 

dropped at.that stage. The scatter diagram.for this index has been 

briefly described earlier in this chapter. 
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Tho remaining 20 oorrelation coef.fioients were .. sicsni.t'ioant' at 

the 1 per oent level. These. ooeffioients are listed in Appendix-D. 

Final Item Selection 

From the outset we had planned to include only 10 to 15 items 

in the final oomposite index, We felt that more than 16 items wculd 

make the use or the instrument by other investigators too t1me-

oonsutning. With this in mind, together with a few oonsiderations ot 

availability and reliability ot the data. we set as a criterion £or . . 

the final selection or items a ootrelation ooeffioient or f•70 or more 

on the internal oonsistenoy test. We felt that this oriterion was 
high enough to result in a set Of indices eaoh of which would con-

tribute consistently to the total urbanneas score. The 12 items which 

met this cr:1.ter:ton became the components of our final Rural-Urban 

Index. 

Rural-Urban Index 

The ootnposite Rural-Urban Index score is the arithlnetio·mean 

or the weighted standard scores of the following 12 oolllponent 1nd1oesa 

1. Per oent of employed persons 1n finanoe, insuranoe and real 

estate 

2. Per oent of the population classified aa "rural farm" (reversed) 

3. Per oent of employed persons who are professional• teohnioal 

and kindred 1V0rkera 

4• Per oent of employed persons who are service workers., exoepb 

private household 

s. Per cent of all dwelling units with no piped running water 

(reversed) · 
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6. Per cent of occupied dwelling units reporting eleotrioity 

7. Per cent ~f employed persons who are clerioal and kindred 

workers 

a. Per cent or employed persons who are teleoommunicationa 

workers 

9. Per cent of persons 21 years of age and over who were 

foreign born 

10. Med_ian school years completed 

11. Per cent of employed persons in medical and other health 

services 

12. Per oent of all dwelling units which are one-dwelling unit 

detached structures (;everoed)· ,.,,::_;-1;·: 
•'-'. I•• 

Before the Rural-Urban Index can be used for research purposes norms 

will have to be established for the United States or for subregions 

for the means and standard deviations of item scores. A random sample 

o£ several hundred counties and SMA's should be used to establish 

these means and-standard deviations. 

After having selected the 12 items to be included in the 

Rural•Urban Index. we oomputod_a new set or composite soorea. using 

only these 12 items. A 11st of the Rural~Urban Index soores for th& 

units of the random sample is given in Table 3 on page 61. _The effect 

of elimin~ting_l3 of the 25 items by l!leans of the internal oonsistenoy 

test seems· to be that. of inoreasing the composite so ores of the most , 

urban units and decreasing the soores of the most rural. ·In other 

words, the final index with 12 component items is more disorimin.ating 

than the oomposite index with 25 component items. This is brought out 
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by comparing composite scores at the·upper and lower ends of the tvio 

lists in Table 3 • where they are ranked in order .. or so ore size. 

It Bhould:be kept in mind that the Rural-Urban Index has no 

zero-point. The Index scores are not additive and should be used,to 

indicate the relative, and not the absolute, degree or urbanness of a 

population. In other words, an Index soore of 800 cannot be .inter-

p:reted to meau that the population unit 1e twice as urban as one 

having a score of ~oo. To aid in the interpretation or size or Rural-

Urban. Index soorea it is suggested that empirical J:D&Ximum and minimum. 

soore~ be oomputed as anchor points or benobmarke against whioh Index 

score's may be oompared.14 Empirical maximum and minimum scores were 

computed for the random sample used in the present study by l) select• 

ing the highest and the lowest component scores (weighted standard 

scores plus six) for each of' the 12 items ot the Index.: 2) obtaining 

a mean maximum score and. a mean minimum score. and 3) multiplying 

these mean scores by 100 to clear thom of' decin-a.la. The maximum and __ 
~: 

minimum component scores are shown in Table 4. The tentative maxiJm.un 

Rural-Urban Index soore thus obtained 119.S 900 and the tninimlU!l soore was 

430. These must be used merely as rough guideposts and never 

interpre·bed e.s absolute limits. 

A frequency distribution or composite scores for units of the 

random sample is shown in Table 6 on page 68 and in Figure 1 on page 69. 

When the Index scores are thus grouped in intervals of 50 score points. 

the distribution appears to be bimodal with a "natural breakn in the 

interval 550•599. •The distribution is considerably skewed toward the 

more urba~ soores. 

14 See E. L. Thorndike, Your City (1939) 1 PP• 31•36. 
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Table 4 

MAXIMUU AND.MINIMUM COMPONENT SCORES FCR ITE?lS DJOLUDED · 
IN TEE RURAL-URBAN INDEX FOR UNITS OF THE RANDOM SAMPIE 

Jla.x. County. l'tin. 
Item Score or SMA Score -

l. Finance, insurance. etc. 10.30 Boston · 4.90 

2. Rural farm residence 7.90 Monroe 4.03 

Professional and technical 9.06 Midland 4.42 

4 •. Service workers B.52 Monroe 4.22 

s. No piped running water 7 .66 Boston 3.88 

,. (Boston 
6.-Reporting eleotrioity 'f .• 22 (Midland 2.44 

7. Clerioa1 and kindred 9.41 Boston 4.76 

a. Teleoommunioations workers 10.76 Swmnit 'a.ao 
·9• Foreign born a.12 · Boston 5.11 

(W.dle:nd 
10. Median school years 7.76 (Nantuoket 3.99 

11. Medical and health servioea 10.41 Duchess 5.04 

12. One•dwelling unit detaohed 10.42 Boston 4.93 

Totals 108.03 61.61 

Means 9.00. 4.30 

County 
or SMA 

Yancey 

Yanoey 

Martin 
Several 

Fleming 

Soreven 

Yancey 

Fleming 

Several 

Screven 

Kent 

Camas 

The cumulative frequency distribution of the 40 Rnral~Urban 

Index so ores of. the random sample is sham in Figure 2 on page 70. · If 

this sample were represonto.tive of the United States e.s o. wholp_, · there , 

would: appear to be "breaks" in the. continuum or Rural,.;.Urbo.n · :i:rulex 
so ores somcnmero .between.· the foll:owiP.g ·.points: 550-570, 650-6.10, 

720-740; 770-830; ,and possibly 580-600. Probabl~ a larger sample 

would fail to ve.rify these "breaks." 
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Table 5 

FREQUIDfCY DISTRIBUTION CF RURAL•URBAlJ INDEX 
SOCRES FOR UNITS OF TBE RA.NDC!4 SAMPIE16 

Ola.as lim1 ts · Frequencies 

460•499 3 

500-649 10 

550-599 7 

600-649 12 

660-699 3 

100 ... 749 3 

·150 .. 799 1 

800-849 1 -
Total . 40 

15 Composite so ores used in Tabie 5 consisted of the 12 items 
of the final Index. 
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Nwnber of 
Units 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 

9 
8 

7 
6 

5 
4 
3 
2 

1 
·o 

... 

... 

-
... 
,-. 

... 

... 

... 
,-. 

... 
,-. 

,-. 

I I 
.450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 

Rural-Urban Index Scores 

Figure 1 

F~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF fiURAL-URBAN INDRX SCORF.S 
FOR UNITS OF THE RANDOM SAWLE 

Source: Table 5 



Cou~ty 
or SYA 

Number 
of Units 
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.-----.-----,.-----+----,----.----.---......----, 40 I I I I ! l 1 

Boston SUA 
Duchess, N.Y • 
.Midland, Tex. 
Nantucket, Mass. 
Monroe, Fla. 35 .. 
Grant, Ind. 
Muskogee, Okla. 
Hunterdon., N.J. 
Summit, Colo. 
Del Norte, Cali~t> _ 
Okanogan, Wash. 
Hillsdale, Mich. 
Modoc, Calif. 
San Juan, Wash. 
Waup~ca, Wis. 25 .. 
Hardin, Iowa 
Ellsworth, Kans. 
Jefferson, Mont. 
Hartley, Tex. 
Raleigh, W. Va. 20 ,_ 
Bryan, Okla. 
Camas, Idaho 
Clayton, Iowa 
Audubon, Iowa 
F.ddy, N.Dak. 15 
Pierce, Wis. -
Howard, Mo. 
Greenup, Ky. 
Stanton, Kans. 
Marion, Tenn. lO ,_ 
Frederick, Va. 
Howell., Mo. 
Martin., Tex. 
St. Clair, Ala. 
Kent, Tex. 5 _ 
Chickasaw, Miss. 
Sevier, Tonn. 
Fleming, Ky. 
Yancey, N.Car. 
Screven, _Ga. o I 

I 

I 
·1 
I 
l 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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-
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-

-

450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 
Rural-Urban Index Scores 

Figure 2 

CUMULATIVE FRF..'QUJi..'NCY DISTRIBUTION OF IDJRAL-URBAN INDEX 
SCORES FOR UNITS OF THE RANDOM SAl.lPLE, 



CHAPTER V 

VALIDATION OF THE INDEX 

Criteria of Validity 

The validity of a scale or index 1s determined by the extent 

to wh-ioh it measures consistently that which it is supposed to measure. 

The Rural-Urban Index ,ffl.s designed to measure the degree of urbanness 

ot a ~population.1 . Since there exists no oompletoly satisfactory 

criterion of urb~nness or urbanism. we propose to test the validity or 
our Index by sevoral techniques. 1) Vfo shall oxamine the oxperimontal 

design, 2) we shall apply the test of internal oonsistenoy, 3) wa shall 

use two well•knoWh measures or urbanism as o:x:terna.1 oriterie., and 

4) we shall test the power or our Index to disoriminate between units 

purposely seleated beoauso or their extremely urban or extremely rural 

charaoteristics. 

Experimental Design 

It will be recalled that the SMA's used in the experimental 

sample consisted or the 18 largest cities in the United States together 

with their. fringe areas. Operationally. the way or life in these 

most populous SMA. •s is what we mean by urbanism. The ohe.raoteristioa 
. -

of the socio-cultural structure of these SMA•s !!!, urban 

1 For a dofinition ~r "urbanness," see footnote 1 or Chapter IV. 

71 
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characteristics. Population unita whose sooio-oultural oharaoter!s-

tios strongly resemble the aocio•aultural oh.araoteriatics 0£ these 
' 

18 SUA's a~e ipso facto highly urban, that is, they possess a high 

degree of urbanness. -- Sim:1.larly-, the 17 rural counties of- tho e:xperi• 

mental sample wore deliberately ohosen in such a manner as to seoure 

a relatively high degree ot rurality. Operationally, the way of life 

found in these counties!!, what we mean bf ruraliam. Population units 

whose socio-oultural oharaateristioa strongly r8semble those of the 

17 c aunties possess a high degree of rurality and a low deg1•ee of 

urbanness. 

The procedures :described in Chapter III -were aimed at select• 

ing a set of indioes whioh would beat discriminate between tho urban 

and rural units or the experimental sample. Ir it ie agreed that the 

S?M •s of the- experimental sample have a high degree- of urbannoss and 

that the rural counties or that sample have a law degree of urbanness. 

and if our technique of item selection is aatisfaotory. then i·~ follows 

·1ogioe.lly that the indioes for vrllioh v,e obtained a tau ooofi'ioient ot 

,.66 ~r highor must be measuring some aspeots of urbannass or ot 

rurality. whichever vtay one chooses to view the continuum, 

Internal Consistency 

In the phase of the study desoribed in Chapter 1.V, an effort 

was made ~o dis~ard thoee indices for which we did not find a_high 

degree of assooiation with an internal criterion, namely, the distr1bu• 

tion of composite soores. It is reoognized that this internal 

criterion is not wholly satisfactory as a criterion of validity, but 

lacking a satisfaotory'external criterion, the internal consistency 

test was employ-ed to improve the validity of the items. 
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Correlation with the Queen-Carpenter Index 

A technique frequently used to·tost the validity of a ,scale 

or index is to oompare results obtained by it-with results obtained. 

by another soale or· index whioh ·is believed to have some degree or·· 

validity. Queen,and Carpenter have developed an Index or Urbanism 

based upon the ooncentration of the population within a county.2 In 

an attempt to validate this index Queen and Carpenter obtained the 

following·simplo correlation ooefficients between it and six other 

"commonly used measures of urbanism" for a random sample or 100 

countie1u3 

Population of largest incorporated plaoe lying wholly or 
partly in the county •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ./.86 

Percentage of population residing in incorporated 
plaoea of 2,500 or more population ••• •• ••••••• ,/.sa 

Percentage of· employed persons in industries other than 
agrioulture. mining, fishing, forestry, or 

--logging.-.•• •••• ••••••••.••••••• •••••••• ••.•••••• 

Peroentage of population with nonfarm residence••••••••• ./.a2 
Population per square mile •••••••• ................. · •• .-• ./.78 
Percentage of dwelling units in r~ve or more unit 

structures•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Three of these indioes are measures of population size or density and 

would be expected to correlate strongly with the Queen-Carpenter Index. 

whioh is itself' based entirely on these chara~teriotioa of the popula• 

tion. Our_ ooni'idenae in the validity of the Queen-Carpenter Index 1s 

increased by the relatively high correlations 'Which were ,obtained with· 

2 Stuart A. Queen and David B. Carpenter, The American City 
(1953)• PP• 28-33. 

3 ~•• Table 2, P• 33. 
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the three indices whioh are not direct measures of population size and 

density. 

We applied the Queen.Carpenter Index to the·40 units of our 

random sample and co111puted an Index score for each unit. In obtaining 

these scores we altered the procedure as follows to conform to the 

1950 Census tabulations, 

1) Places are defined as "urbanized areas,." inoorporated e.nd 

unincorporated cities, .towns (outside New England Ste.tea, New York, 

and Wisconsin). boroughs, and villages whioh are listed in Table 6 of 

the u. s. Census or Populations 1950, Volume I, Nurnber or Inhabitants. 

2) For oases in which a part of a place v,a.s looated in an 

adjacent county~ the total population of the plaoe v.ras used for 

olassif'ica.tion purposes, but the "part" of the population actually .. 

living in the-sarnple county was used aa·the frequenoy or inoidence 

'll'alue,. 

3) For Boston SMA" the boundaries of which are· "town,. , li.nes 

instead or county l1ties. we recorded .only .one place• the Boston .. 

"urbanized area/• which includes 94 per cent or the population of the 

SMA. 

The Queen-Carpenter Index soores are shown in Table 6 along 

with the scores of the Rural-Urban Index. A scatter diagram or these 

two sets of scores revealed the existence of some association between 

themwhioh appeared to be linear in nature~ The simple correlation 

ooeff1cient' (r) turned out to be /.57• which is significant at the 

1 per cent level. This was interpreted to inean that the raotors of 

population size and oonoentration. which are the basis or the Queen-

Carpenter Index scores. account for slightly less than one third 
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Table 6, 

OOMPARISON CF THE RANKING OF TEE UNITS OF TEE RANDOM 
SAMPLE BY SIZE OF SC ORES OF RURAL-URBAN INDEX AND 

BY SIZE- 01" SC ORES OF QUEEN-CARPENTER INDEX 

Queen Queen 
Rural- Car- Rural- Car-
Urban penter · Urban penter 

Oounty Index Index Index Index 
or SMA Score Score Rank .Rank 

BostonSMA 836 , 94.2 ··l l 
Duchess, N. Y • 763 27.2 2 6 
Midland~ Tex. 747 : '. 42 .• l : 3 3 
Nantucket, Mass. 716· 2s.o 4 4 

.· Monroe., Fla. ·710. 52.9 5 2 
Grapt, Ind. 683 35.5. 6 4 
-Muskogee, Okla. 678 35.4· 7 5 

>Hunterdon, N. J. 672 a.a 8 19.5 
Swmnit,, Colo. 647 o.o 9 40 
Del Norte, Calif• 634 4.2 10 32 
Okanogan, Wash. 623 10.4 11 14 
Hillsdale, Uioh. 622 11.1 12 13 
Modoo, Calif. , 620 8,7 13 18 
San Juan, wash. 612 2.4 14.5 37 
Waupaca., Wis• · 612 12.5 14.5 11 
Hardin, Iowa 611 13.2 16 10 

., Ellsworth, ·Kans. 610 9.4 17 16 
Jefferson, Mont. 609 '7 .4 18.6 23 
Ho.:rtley, Tex. 609 · 9.0 18.5 l? 
Raleigh, W • Va. 602 13.6 20 9 
Bryan, Okla•· 592 19.2 21· 8 
Camas, Idaho 581 4,6 22 29 

. Clayton, Iowa 579 7.l 23 24 
Audubon, Iowa 577 9.2 24.5 16 
Eddy, N'. D. 577 a.1 24.5 22 
Pieroo, Wis. 576 8.4 26 21 
Boward, Ko. 571 12.2 27 12 
Greenup. Ky. 544 6.9 28 26 
Stanton, Kans. 542 4,4 29 30 
Marion, Tenn. 536 6.5 30 25 
Frederick, Va. 533 0.4 31 ' 39 
How~ll, Mo. 528 0.s 32.6 19,6 
Martin, Tex. 528 5.8 32,5 2'7 
St. Clair, Ala, 626 2.9 34 33 
Kent, Tex •. · 514 ' ~.8 35 34 
Ohiokasaw, Miss. 505 4.3 36.6 31 
Sevier, ·Tenn. 505 2.s 36.5 35.5 
Fleming, Ky. 494 2.5 38 35.6 
Yanoey, N. C. 490 1.6 39 38 
Screven. Ga, 463 4.9 40 28 
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(r2 = .3249) of the total variation in the Rural-Urban Index soores~ 

This oould be interpreted to mean that the remaining two thirds of the 

variation is to be aooounted for by £aotors other than those olosely 

assooiated with urbanisL On the other hand, it oan be hypothesized 

that this proportion of the variation ia to be aooounted for by 

dimensions or aspects of urbanismwhioh are not measured by the Queen-

Oarpente~ Index.· While the question as to whiah index is the more 

valid measure of urbanism must await further rosearoh, it is olear 

that .both instruments are measuring to a considerable extent ·the same 

phenomenon~ 

A comparison of the ranking of the units of the random sample 

by size of Rural-Urban Index soores with the ranking of these units by 

size or Queen-Carpenter Index scores brings out some interesting 

differences (See Table 6). The tau coefficient or rank correlation 

for the two rankings is ,/.53 with_a C.R. ot 4.ao. This coeffioient 

indicates a fair amount or agreement. On the other hand. inspection 

or Table 6 reveals important differences in the ranking of speoifio 

counties ,by the two indexes. For example. while the Queen..Carpenter 

Index scores are nearly the same £or Hunterdon County. New Jersey 

(8.6), llodoc County, California (8.7), and Howell County, W.asouri 

(8.6), the Rural-Urban Index differentiates widely among these 

oounties with soores of 672, 620, and 528, respectively. The Rural-

Urban Index assigns Hunterdon County rank a. Modoo County rank 13. 

and Howell County rank 32.6 in order of urbanness. It is dif£1oult 

for us to imagine that the way or life or the people ot Howell County 

in south central Missouri is as much like the way of lite of the 

people of' the larger cities as that of the inhabitants of Hunterdon 
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County. New Jersey. By highway from approximately the center of' 

Howell County the distance to the closest city of more than 10.000 

inhabitants is 100 2niles across the Ozark Mountains to Springfield or 

e.pproxim.e.tely the same distance east to Pople.r Bluffs (1960 populations 

15,064)., The second closest large oity is Memphis. Tennessee,· some 

200 miles to the southeast. O?J the other hand, people living neat.-

the oonter·of Hunterdon County oantravel·otl a four-lane paved highway 

60 miles east to New York City or 30 miles west to Bethlehem,· 

Pennsylvania. Also, they may dl'ive 25 miles south to Trenton and 

25 miles farther to Philadelphia. 

other wide differences in ranking of' units of the random 

sample by the two indexes under oomparison are brought out by the 

selection of oounties included in Table 7. Although SWDl'Dit County. 

Table 7 

· SELECTED UNITS FROM THE RANDOM SAMPLE AS RANKED BY TEE 
RURAL•URBAN INIEX AND· BY THE ,Q.UEEN-OARPENTER INDEX ' 

Queen Queen 
Rural Car- Rural car-
Urban penter Urban penter 

County. Index Index Index Index 
or SMA. Score Score Rank Rank 

Hunterdon, N.·J• 672 .. · s.e 8 19.6'' 
Summit, Colo •. 647 o.o 9 40 
Del Norte• Calif •. 634 4.2 10 32-
San Juan, Wash. 612 2.4 14.5 37 
Raleigh,· w·. Va. 602 13.6 20 9 
Bryan, Okla. 692 19.2 21 8 
Howard, Mo., 671 12.2 27 12 
Howell, Mo. 628 B.6 32.6 19.6 
Screven, Ga., 463 4.9 40 28 

Colorado, has a relatively low degree of population concentration, as 

evidenced by a Queen-Carpenter Index score of zero, its Rural-Urban 

Index score ranked 9th among the eoores of the random sample._. Some 



of the urba.n~like characteristics -miioh help '.l;o account for its 

relatively high Ruro.l~Urban Index scora:werc: l) Only i1~2 per cont 

or the population was alassified·as .. ,:-ural~f'arm.," giving a standard 

score for, this itom ot ,'J.,.so. 2) The greatost contribution. to tho 

composite score was. ,:nade by·tho high percentage of persons employed 

as teleooJnmunioations mrkers, 2.7 per oent. whichwns higher than 

any othor- unit ,.n the. sample._ This produced an unvreightod standnrd 

score. of ,ls.29. 3) 'l'he standard score or this county for the item. 

nm.edian school years.completed"·was ,'1,42. other clmraateristica 

measured by the·Rural-Urban Index were within one standard deviation 
> 

above or below the sample means. 

Another example or a wide difference in ranking of a unit by 

the two indexes is that of Del Norte County. California. This county . ' . •. ,, 

was ranlced.32nd by the Queen Carpenter Index and 10th by.the Rural• 

Urban Index. Some urban-like oharaoteriatios whioh help to account 

for Del Norte County's relatively high Rural-Urban Index score are the 

following, 1) Only 7 per cent of the population lived on farms. 
•' 

2) Se~ice workers. other than private household accounted. for 9.7 per 

cent or all empl~yed persons. with a standard score of ,'i.sa. 3) Only 

10.7 per.cent of a~l dwelling units were.without piped running water, 

giving a standard score of ,'1..04 •. other.oharaoteristioa.mee.aured by 

the Rural-Urban Index were within one standard deviatio~, plus or 

minus, except the proportion or employed persons in telecommunications. 
'. 

only o.5 per cent.were so engaged, with a standard score of •l.18. 

Finally. Screven Oounty, Georgia• which was ranked most rural 

.by the Rural-Urban Index. was ranked only 28th by the Queen-Carpenter 

Index. Soreven County had the lowest peroentage of dwelling unite 
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wi·bh eleotrioity and the lowest median school years oompletod of all 

units in·the random sample. On throe othor ind1oes only one other 

county had more rural -soorea. On only throe indioes (servioe workers. 

foreign born, and peroont~ge. ot dwelling units whioh are one-unit 

detaohed structures) were there more than three oountios with more 

rural raw scores. In spito of this ev1denoe or rural1am, the Queon-

Oarpen·t;oi- Inda~ would rank the i'oll01'1'ing counties na moro rural than 

Soreven County, Georgia: Ca.ms, Idaho; Stanton, R'nnsasJ Chieko.saw, 

MisoissippiJ Dol Norte, California; St. Clair, .Alabama: Kent1 Toxas; 

Sevier, TonnesseeJ Fleming, Xentuoky; San Juan, Washington; Yancey, 
· ... 

> 

North Carolina;. Frederiok, Virginia; and Sum.nut~ Colorado. 

Rural-Urban Class1fioat1on oi' the Census Bureau 

The oriter1on_oi' urbanismwhioh has been used most frequently 

is the rural-urban dichotonw employed by the Bureau of the Censua. 

Differenoes in rural-urban oharaoteristics have usually been disoussed 

in terms of this arbitrary diohotom,. The Census Bureau classifies 

as urban ~11 urbanized areaa4 and all plaoea of 2,600 or more 

inhabitants outside urbanized areas. The reme.inder of the population 

is classified as rural. 

The_oomparison of the rankings or the 40 units of the randOl!l 

sample by Rural-Urban Index soores and by percentage of the population 

whioh 1s olassii'ied as "urban" by the Census Bureau is shown in 

Table s. A simple linear oorrelo.tion ooef'ficient of ./.23 was obtained 

for the 39 units of the random sample for whioh scores were available. 

4 See Footnote 1., Chapter II,-' for definition of "urbanized 
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•Te.ble 8 

COMPARISON OF THE RANKDlG . OF THE UNITS OF TEE RANDOM SAMPLE BY 
SIZE OF SC ORES OF RURAL-URBAN INDEX AND Br SIZE OF' PERCENTAGES 

OF THE POPULATION CLASSIFIED AS URBAN BY THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

,Rural Per .Rural Per 
Urban Cent Urban Cent 

County- Index Urban Index . Urban 
.. or SMA Boore Score Rank Rank 

Boston SMA 836 n 1 l 
Duchess, N. Y. 763 46.7 2 7 
Midland, .Tex •. 74'1 84.2 3 3 
Nantucket. Vass. 716 as.2 4 4 
Monroe. Fla. 710 88.2 5 2 
Grant. Irid., 683 65.1 6 5 
Muskogee. Okla. 678 66.8 7 6 
Hunterdon, N. J. 672 17.6 8 18 
Sul!lll'lit, Colo •. 647 0 9 32.6 
Del Norte, .Calif. 634 0 10 32.6 
Okanogan, Wash. 623 22.0 11 16 
Hillsdale• Mich. 622 . 22.9 12 13.5' 
Modoc. Calif. 620 29.l 13 11 
San Juan, 'Vlash, 612 0 14.6 32.5 
Waupaoa, Wis., 612 · 35.l 14.5 10 
Hardin, Iowa 611 36.0 16 .9 ,; 
Ellsworth, Kans. 610 0 17 32.5 
Jefferson, .Mont. 609 0 18.6 32.5 
Hartley, Tex. 609 22.6 18.6 16 
Raleigh, W • Va. 602 22.9 20 13.5 
Bryan,, Okla. 592 36.3 21 ,8 
Camas, Idaho 581 0 22 32.6 
Clayton, Iowa 5'19 0 23 32.5 
Aud~bon, Iowa. 577 24.3 24.6 12 
Eddy, N. Dak. 677 0 24.6 32.5 
Pierce, Wis. 676 16.l 26 19 
Howard. Mo. 571 13.8 2'7 22 
Greenup, Ky. 644 14.8 28 21 
Stanton. Kana. 642 0 29 32·.6 
:Marion. Tenn. 536 12.6 30 23 
Frederick. Va. 633 0 31 32.5 
Howell, Mo. 628 21.6 32.6 17 
Martin, Tex. 528 0 32.6 32.5 
St. 0 lair• Ala. 526 0.3 54 24 
Kent, Tex. 614 0 36 32.6 
Chiokasaw, Miss. 506 0 36.6 32.S 
Sevier, Tenn. 505 0 36.6 32,6 
Fleming, Ky. 494 0 38 32.6 
Yancey, N. Car •. 490 0 39 32.6 
Screven, Ga. 463 15.5 40 20 

nnn denotes statistics are not available. 
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This ooai'fioient was not sigtiil'ioant at the 5 per ·oent level. HOVI ... 

ever, a. tau-ooef.f'ioiant of'-rank correlation of'/.49 and.a C.R. of 4.22 

was computed for the two ra.itkillgs. We interpret this to mean that· 
thora is oonsidora.ble agiaement between the-ranking or tho ut11ts·ot 

this particula~ Gf.\Jllple by tho Rural-Urban Indox and by the Oonsus 

Bureau olassifioation. again pointing up the importanoe ot population 

sbe aa a facto:- in the phenomenon ot' urbanism. Hor1evo1• • we are 

inclined to interpret the £aot that we did not obtain a h1gho~ rank 

oorrol.a.tion ooe£fioient as due ·bo tho nogleot of the Census Bureau 

class_;rica~ion to take into aooount oharaoteristioa of the population 

other than its size. As we have pointed out earlier, we feel that 

population size is only one, _although an important one. or the 'V'Bl'i• 

ables which taken together constitute the rura.l•urban ountinuum. 

To highlight some ot the wide differences in ranking by the . . . . 

Rural•Urban Index and by the Census Bureau o~iterion we have listed 

selected units i'rom the random sa.mplo in Table 9. It will be noted . . . 

Table 9 

SELECTED UNITS FROM THE RAUDOM SAIAPLE .AS RANKED BY THE 
RURAL-URBAN INDEX SCORES AUD BY PERCENTAGES OF TBE POPU-
IATI ON CLASSIFIED AS URBAN BY THE BUREAU OF TEE CENSUS 

County 
or SM!\. 

Summit, Oole>. 
· Del Norte• Calif~ 
San· Juan, Wanh. 
Ellsworth, Kans •. 
Jefferson, Mont~ 
Bryan, Okla. 
Audubon, Iowa 
Howell, Mo~ 
Screven, Ga. 

Rural Par 
Urban . Cent 
Index · · Urban 
Boore S<'lore 

647 
634 
612 
610 
609 
592 
577 
528 
463 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o~o 

36~3 
24.3 
21.6 
15.5 

Rural 
Urban 
Index 
Rank 

9 
10 
14.6 
11· 
18.6 
21_, 
24.5 
32.6 
40 

Por 
Oeni; 
Ur'ba.n 
Rank 

32.6 
-32.6 
32.6 
32.5 
32.5 

8 
12 
17 
20 
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that Summit, Del Norte,. San Juan, Ellsworth, and Jefferson Counties 

all rank among the 19 most utban-11ke units, aooording to the Rural• 

Urban Index, while all are among.those having no urban population, 

aooording to the Census Bureau classitioation. On the ether hand• the 

Rural-Urban Indexwruld rank Bryan. Audubon, Howell, and Screven 

Counties among the 20 most rural, while the Census Bureau would rank 
'· 

them among the 20 most urban units.· 

Inspection· of the oolumn headed "Per Cent Urban So ore" in 

Table 8 above teveala differences in aoores {percentages) or 10 to 20 

pero~n.tage points between units ot adjacent ranks at the urban end of 

the distribution, while there is no differenoe between units at the 

rural end. To be as disoriminating as possible, an index should be so 

designed to assign a dii'i'erent score to eaoh unit. The poor disorimina-

bility of the Census Bureau olassif1oation as a criterion of urbanism 

1s demonstrated by the faot that 16 unita of the random sample are 

oiassified as ioo per cent 1ural. Thus, no discrimination in the 

·degree of urbanness is made among 40 per oent oi' the counties in thia 

particular aa.mple. 

Validation Hypothesis 

To check further the validity of the Rural-Urban Index we 

decided to test the hypothesis that the Index would~ disoriJD.inate 

between e~remely urban and extremely rural units. In other words• 

we hypothesized that the agreement between the dichotomous ranking of 

units aa urban and rural and the ranking of the Rural-Urban Index 

scores of these units would be zero. We ohose to use Kendall's tau 

coefficient of rank correlation to test this hypothesis. Ii' the tau 
ooei'fioient were not significant at the 1 per oent level, we muld 
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interpret any agreement found between the rankings to be due to sa1D.p-

ling error and would. consider· the··null hypothesis. ooni'irmed., If• on 

the other hand._ the tau ooetf'icient turned out to be sigt1li'ioant-._t 

the, 1 per cent level •. · we would consider ·the, null hypothesis. rejected so 

far as this sample waa conoel."ned and oonaid~r the.Rµral-Urban Index 

valid to some extent. 

To test the hypothesis• a purposive sample waa selected in the 

same manner in 'Which the experimental sample had been selected •. From. 

a list or standard metropolitan areas ranked according to population 

si£e of the ~urbanized areas,n~ after excluding Washington» D.o., and 
, 

the 18 SMA•s used in the experimental sample. vm selected the 10 

highest ranking SMA ~a for the urban part of our, sample. We thought 

that 10.would-be a suf'fioient number ot SMA•s to test the ability ot 

the Index to discriminate between the more populous SJIA 's and extremely 

rural counties, For the rural units we used the second county listed 

by_ eaoh .. of the rural sooiologists--18 in all (See Chapter III). As 

with the experimental sample~ the way or lite in the 10 SMA's !!,, for 

the purposes of this-study, 'What we mean by urbanism, while the way of 

life in the 18 rural counties.!! what we mean by ruralisrn. 

Next, the Rural-Urban Index was applied to this sample, using 

as norma the means and standard deviations obtained for the random. 

sample. 6 ·-Since these· tentative norms were established with a sample 

of only 40 units, great caution should be exercised in the inter-

pretation of the results of' this test. Until norms oan be established 

5 u. s. Bureau of the Census., u. s. Census or Populations• 
1950, Vol. I, Number of' Inhabitants, Part I, u. s. Summary, Chap. I, 
Table 18. 

6 See Appendix C. 
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with a large• representative sample• the scores obtained for the 

Rural~Urban Index must remain highly tentative. Nevertheless. there 

seemed to be some methodolog!cai value in carrying out the proposed 

test• however tentative the results might be. 

A list of the 28 units of the validation sample ranked 

aooordi.rig to size of-Index scores io given in Table 10. Not only 

, 

fable 10 

UNITS OF VALIDATION SAMPLE RANKED ACCORDING TO SIZE 
OF RURAL-URBAN INDEX SC ORES 

9ounty and SMA Soore Rank 

Seattle- sMA. Wash. 790 1 
Demer SMA:. Colo. 785 2 
Dallas SMA, 'l'exaa '1'16 3 
W.ami SKA, Fla. 764 4 
Atlanta S»A., Ga. '167 6 
Providenoe,sli/IA.~R.I. 750 6 
Portland SMA, Ore. 744 'I 
Indianapolis S?iA, Ind. 743 8 
San Antonio SMA, Texas '723 9 
Louisville SMA, Ky. 714 10 
Custer County. Ida. 676 11 
Teton County,. Mont. 571 12 
Sublette County, Wy. 664 13 
Ringold County• Iowa. 567 14 
Linn County, Kan. 643 15 
Roseau C aunty, Uinn. 638 16.6 
Greeley County, Nebr. 538 16.5 
Horry. Count:,, s. C. 609 18 
Clay County• Ala. 602 19 
Sioux County, N. D. 49'1 20 
Barding County, s. D. 495 21 
Delaware County. Okla. 490 22 
Ashe County,. N. O. 476 23 
Wilkinson County, Kiss. 474 24 
Soott County• Tenn. 473 26 
Searoy County, Ark. 465 26 
Echols County, Ga~ 463 27 
Menifee County. Ky. 449 28 
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was there ·no. overlapping of- Index s_cores for, SMA 's and i'or .rure.l 

counties, but there was a gap of 139 score points between the .10\vest 

soore for an $MA and the highest score- for a. rural· county. ''l'he tau 

ooett1oiotit for the :ra.11k: correlation of' these scores and the rural• 

urban diohotoll\jy'. or the sample is ./.69 with a C.R. of 4.25 and a Po£ 

.0000178. This is interpre·ted to mean that an agreement in ranking of 

the extent found here would oaour by ohanoe less than two times in 

100,000 samples of this size chosen at random. Consequently., ~he null 

hyp~thesis, so far as this sample is conoerned, is definitely rejected.-

Stat~~ positively, there is a fair amount of agreement between the 
> 

size·or the Rural-Urban Index sooras and the categories into whioh we 

had classified the units of the validation sample. 

Comparing, the sat of Index so ores shcvm in Table 10 with those 

or ·t;he random sample shown; in Table 3 on page 61, it vn.n be noted 
. . 

that the soore:1 for the;lO SMA's of tho validation sample ranked among 

the upper one-eighth or the scores.of the random sample~ while the 

scores of the 18 rural counties_ of the validation sample ranked among 

the l_ower third 0£ the aoores of the random. sample. This distribution 

would tend to indicate that tho Rural-Urban Index is measuring what 

it 1s supposed to measure, although it oould well be maintained that 

the Indox scores for the extremely rural counties of th~ validation 

sample should: logically have been lower than any ot the so ores of the 

random sample, provided _that the rural counties selected by the rural . . 

aooiologhts are really among the "most rural" in the United States 

today. Perhaps they are not. It must be kept in mind that the selec-

tions of the rural sooiologists were made with very general critsria. 
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Rural-Urban Index scores tor the SN'A's of the validation 

sample were well-distributed between 714 and 790, while the scores tor 

the rural counties were well•distributed between 449 and 575. Suoh a 

distribution or scores tends to confirm our assumption of a rural-

·urban continuum (See Cha.ptGr I). 

Further Validation Needed 

As we have pointed out earlier, the size of the samples ot 

the present study was too small for us to plaoe muob oontidenoe in the 

validity or the Rural-Urban Index. An adequate tes·t or tho validity or 

the Ibdex must await work with a muoh larger sample and one whioh oan 

be shown to be rapresontativo. 

Furthermore, sinoe it was assumed that urbanism and r\ll'alism 

are ways of life• and not merely different kinds of eoologioal 

structure, a complete test ot the validity of this Index would include 

a correlation of Index scores with some :measure of attitudes and 

values. A aoale would have to be developed whiob would discriminate 

between different degrees of urbanness among attitudes and values. 

The problem of validating such an attitude soale would be as great 

as that or validating our Rural-Urban Index. It 1llight be that the 

problem or validation would best be approaohod by a tnore olinioal kind 

of cultural case study in which the degree of urbannesa of two or more 

oommuniti~s were assessed by a first-hand aoquaintanoe with the wa.y 

of life of the people. If the relative degree or urbanness of a ff1W 

suoh populations_oould be agreed upon by a team of investigators. 

these populations could then bo used as benchmarks for validating such 

measures as the Rural-Urban Index. Even if' .suoh st.udies wero made, 

however, they would probably be too ff1W in number and too limited in 
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geographic distribution to serve aa a criterion for testing the validity 

of a Rural-Urban Index for the United States or any large region 

thereof. 



. CHAPrERVI 

SUHMARY AND O ONOLUSIONS 

s urmnary 

The general theory out of which tho problem for tho present 

·study_grew might be briefiy summarized as follows, (The advance of 

indu~~rialize.tion and the growth of oities is aooompanied by a ,'18.y of 

lif~~among urbanites whioh is reiativelydU'ferent in many respects 

from the way of' life whioh is charaoteristio of' persons living in 

rural areas. that is. in areas beyond the physical boundaries of 

cities and relatively beyond the aooio-oultural dominance of citiea1t J 
This urban mode of. life is called urbanism. The assumption is made 

that nowhere in the United States in 1960, the time-space locus of the 

·study,wasany population aoinpletely.:i.solated from urban influences. 

on the other hand, no urban population-was completely out·of'f from 

rural influences. Rather there is a oonstant social interaction and 

a continual interchange of' out tural elements between the populations· 

of cities and those or- rural areas so that the urban and the rural 

ways of life are not absolutely but only relatively different, that 

is, urbanism. and ruralism do not form. a diohoto1Df but a oontinuum. from 

an extremely urban population with a minim.um of rural charaoterlstias 

to an extremely rural population having a minim.um of' urban oharacter• 

istios-. .In f'aot, it•might be useful to oonoeive the rural•urban 

88 
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continuum to be a oOlllplex of many oontinuua, one-for eaoh identifiable 

aooio-cultural oharaoteristio~ In comparing two oommunities it is 

assumed that one might be more urban in some respects while the other 

might be more urban in other respects. Henoe, to conclude that one 

community or population is "more urban" than another must mean that 

~~average it is closer to the extreme urban end of the rural• 

urban continuum with respect to a greater number of sooio-oultural 

oharaoteristios • , 

!he principal- question with-which the p1•esent study was con-

cerned• is a Relatively how rural or how. urban is . the sooio-oultural 

structure of a given population ·in the ·United States today? The 

objective or the study was to oonstruot'a composite index whioh·.would 

help to atiner that question., Xt was assumed that rural-urban dU'ter-

enoes are dii'f'erenoes in both eoologioal oharaoteristics and socio.-

cultural chare.oteristios.· While urbanism and ruraliam, as differing 

ways of lii'e, must be ultimately differentiated in te.rms of systems of 

· sooial actions,' attitudes, and· values,. it was assumed that demogJ!aphia 

and eoologioal ohe.raoteristios might be taken as valid ind1oes of those 

socio-cultural oharaoteristios. 

The scope of -the present"study was limited to the methodologi-

cal task of exploring one possible technique for-developinga rural• 

urban index which would utilize as the primary source of data the 1950 

Census tabulations. To help establish criteria bywhioh to identify 

population units which approached the urban or rural.poles of the 

rural-urban continuum, "constructed types" were set up i'or l) an 

extremoly urban way of life, and 2) · an extremely rural way··of life• as 

it·was illl&gined they might possibly exist in the United States today. 



With the a_id of the constructed types a number or hypotheses 

were formulated with respect to the comparative demographio and sooio-

oultural oharaoteristias or urban and rural populations. A number or 
items were selected i'rom the Census _tabulations 1Vhioh we believed would 

serve as indices ot the ohe.raotoristics named in ~he l\vpotheses •. Using 

the constructed types as oriterie., first a pilot sample.,·and·latel' an 

e;,:perimental se.mple,.of population units·were chosen in suoh a manner 

aa to secure· a. riumber of. units as representative as possible or the 

construoted-type-oity and a number of units au representative as 

possible-of the oonstruoted-type•rural•ooJlllnUnity. The purpose o.r.thia ·-~ . 
> 

phase of the study was to eliminate those indioes which did not 

diaoriminata oonsiatentlybetwton the extreme urban nndthe extreme 

rural uni ts• .. Out of the 73 :tndioes · exa.J:Dined in the pilot study 37 

were discarded· on the basis of' inspeotion. Bight new indices wel'e 

added during the experimental phase of' the study.- On the basis ot 

Xendall 's tau oooi'f:tcient of rank oorrelation. 44 indiaes 1Tere tested 

f'or their disc~iminability and '19 were dropped •. The next phase· or · 
the s:tudy involved the application or. the remaining 25 indioos to e. 

randOJn sa!llple, The purpose vm.n three-fold• namely. I) to cheok the 

validity of the items seleo·~ed. 2) to examine the nature of the 

relationship between the oomposite Index scores and eaoh oomponent 

variable.: o.nd 3) to reduce the number or indices and improvo the 

internal oonsiatenoy or the final composite Index. Composite sooreo 
,, 

.were computed by combining the weighted standard scores of ea.oh 

oom.ponent item. A system of weighting was used based roughly upon 

the oritioal ratio or eaoh index as obtained in the experimental study. 

The amount of association between each aom.ponent variable and the set 
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o£ oomposite scores was measured b1 simple correlation. On the basis 

of these correlation ooetfioients the final selection of the 12 

indioes'of the Rural-Urban Index was made. 

Validation of ·the Index was approached in sevetal we.ya. 

l) Examination of the experimental design indicated that; logically• 

indices which disoriminated efficiently between a sEI.Jllple of popul~tion 

units; which were operationally defined a.a "urban" and e. sample of 

units operationally defined as "rural" would have_! priori validity. 

a.asuming that all-othe~ population units were oontinuously distributed• - . 

with respect to the oha:racteristios being measured• between the oxtrolDe 
•, .. 

> 

i38.lllp1es. 2) Examination, or the internal consistency of the Index 

indicated a fairly high deg~ee of aseooiatiob between each component 

va,:-iable and the composite: scores for the· Index e.o a whole. 3) Com-

parison ,nth two other measures or urban:tom. the Queen-C_arpen·lier Index 

o£ Urbanism and the Census Bureau's rural-urban claesit'ication, 

revealed only moderate oorrelation ooeffioien·bs • 4) Fina'Uy, a. uew 

sample of extremely urban and extremely rural units we.a .ohosen•in the 

same .lllaJ:Jner as the .experimental sample. Index scores for this eo.mple • 

not only disoriminated between the urban and rui•a1 .-units· but ,vere 

substantially larger tor the urban than for the.rural units. 

Findings 

We have repeatedly pointed out that our samples were too small 

to enable us to say that the hypotheses with whiohwe began the study 

were adequately tested. Sinoe the oentral purpose of the project was 

to develop a method for the oonstruotion of a rural-urban index. any 
' . 

light whioh was thrown upon the hypotheses was a secondar1 considera-
tion. Nevertheless. as long as we keep in mind the limitations or the 
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samples~ certain tentative conclusions oe.n be stated •. In other wotds. 

ii' similar. results were. obtained with an adequate sample the following 

conclusions oould be drawn 'With regard to the hypotheaeo f'or1J1Ulo:bed in 

Chapter II~ ' . 

1) The more urban an area the more· its· population will• depend 

upon a money econOlliy •. The indioatione or our data are that this 

~1>othesis would be oonfi1'lD8d• Highly significant correlation 

coefi'ioiente were _obtained in both the experimental and· random se.mplea 

tor all thl'ee indices· tested (See Appendioea B.o.nd D). 

· 2) The more urban the eoonomy 0£ an area the more will- commerce 

and industry predornino.:te over agriculture. tho hypothesis appears to 

be tentatively confirmed. Correlation 000£fioie11ts i'or four indices 

are· highly aignif1oant on the expei~irnente.l. sample and t'\'10 on the random 

sample. The simple lineal'" oorrelation ooef:f'ioient of ./.41 i'ot' 

"percentage of employed .persons \'lito were wholesale employees" wae 

signi£1cant·on the random sample at the 5 per·oent bu~ not at the l per 

cent. levol. The low correlation is partially explained by one· extrClme 
. . 

va.lu~ •. In Okanogan County. Yiaahington. 16.3 per oent were ,m.oiosale, 

employees• rosulting in a standard ooo~e of ./5.16.for that oounty. 

3) The Jllore urban a population the 1nore ooraplexand spooie.lizcd 

will be its division of labor. Indications are that this would be 

oonrirmed. Coefficients were highly si&nificant.fbr the four indioes 

used on the experimental sample and two used on the random samplo. 

4) The more urban an area tho greater will be tho proportion 

of womon emplO)•ed outside the hoJne. Only one ooeffioient for a single 

index was computed. Percentage of females in the total labor foroe 

was highly signli'ioant for the experimental sample. 
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5) The more urban a population the lower will bo the sex ratio. 

This hypothesis would tentatively bo confirmed on the basis of the 

experimental sample but would be definitely rejected on the basis ot 

the random sample where a oorrelation ooof£ioient of only ,'.09 was 

obtained.. It will be interost:tng to seo if' this hypothesis is con;.. 

firmed with an adequate sample. 

[s) The more urban an area the less will be the emphasis placed 

upon family relations. As measured by the marriage rate, this hypo-

thesis would be·rojeoted on the basis of the experimental sample, 

More!'."er, the marriage rate was found to be higher in the urban units 

or the sample than in the rural units, Tho doubt thrown upon this 

hypothesis was further substantiated by three other indices used only 

in the pilot ~tudy~ These weres 1) Per cent of persona 14 years old 
; 

and over who are single• 2) per cent of persons 14 years old and over 

who are classified as "unreiated individuals," and 3} per oent of all 

dwelling units oooupied h1 only one ~erson. All of these indioes pro-

· duced much overlapping of percentages among urban and rural units. 

From.inspection of_ the pilot sample the indices did not appear to 

discriminate oonsistently between the·extremely urban and.extreJDely 

rural-unitsJ 

7) The more urban a population the lower will be its fertility. 

As measured h1 the crude birth rate, doubt is thrown upon this hypo-

thesis by· the experimental sample where a tau coefficient of only . .:...39 

was obtained. This is significant at the 5 per cent but not at the 

l per cent level. It would have been desirable to use fertility ratio 

or net reproduction rate as measures or fertility instead of the crude 
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birth rate but the necessary tabulations were not available at the tiine 

that the study was made. 

8) The moro urban an area the lm-rer 'Will be the infant mortality 

rate. Thia hypothesis would be rejected on the. basis of the experi-

mental sample. 'The tau coei'f'ioient or ... 26 was not signif'ioant. 

9)-The more urban a population the higher will be its JnOdian 

age.· This was confirmed by the experimental sample, although it was 
not as consistently discriminating between the urban and.rural units aa 

many-othet indices •. 

lO} The more urban a population the lOW'er.will be the propor• 

tioxi of persons in the upper and lower age brackets.· As measured by 

the percentage of the population which is under 5 years of age,. this 

eypothesis was confirmed by the exper:iJuenta.l sample but rejected. on· 

the basis of' the random sample. where a oorrele.tion ooeffioient of 

only ,l.19 wa.s·obtained. ·,For the pilot sll?llple "per cent or the 

population which is 65 years old and over".and "per cent of tho 

· population whioh is 85 years old and over" both showed considerable 

overlapping among urban o.nd rural units with a. greater number-or. 

higher percentages among the urban. Thus, for that small sample a 

larger proportion of persons in the upper age braokets was to be -found 

in the S1fA •s.· 

11) The more urban an area. the more oomplex mll· be the 

technology or the equipment with which its dwelling units are furni~hed. 

Six 1118asures,were used on the experimental sample and two on the random 

sample. All ooeffioienta were highly significant. 

12) The more urban a population tho greater will be its 

territorial mobility. Considerable doubt is thrown upon this 
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hypothosis. On the experiJtental sample the tau ooe£fioient for the 

ratio of persons who lived in a different oounty or abroad in 1949 to 

the total population ms signifioant at the 5 per cent but not at the 

l per oent level. Moreover. £or the pilot sample the "per oent or 
persons one year old and over who were in the same house.in 1949 and 

196011 did not appear,to discriminate between extremely urban and 

extremelyrural units. Another index. "per oent of occupied units 

whioh are ovmer-oooupied.'' was used on the pilot sample. While a 

majority 0£ the rural units did.have highor percentages than the 

urba'tl_; there ms so1Il8 overlapping; Besides. the wide variation in 
> 

values among the rural units of tho sample oaused us to doubt the 

reliability or the index. 

13) The more urban a population the more indirect and imper• 

sonal will be· its -forms of' communioa.tion. ·. This -was oonfirmed by both 

the experin-.ental and random samples for the three indices tested. 

14) The more urban an area the greater vdll be the 001n.plexity 

o£ its mechanized forms of communication and transportation. As 

measured by "per cent of employed persons who are teleoommunications 

workers," this hypothesis was confirmed by both samples. However. aa 

measured by"percent of employed peroons in transportation.·coJllllluni-

cation and other publio utilities,n the correlation ooeffioient of ./.24 
for the random sample was not significant. One explall8.tion 0£ this 

low correlation might be that even in the more rural counties a minimum 

number of employees is required to op~rato and lll8.intain theso 

utilities and this minimum nay be a relatively- high proportion of all 

employed persons in a county in 'Which the population density is 

relatively low. However. this low correlation coeffioient ia,partially 
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accounted f' oz- by one extreme value in the random sample .• - In Greenup 

County. Kentucky, whioh ranks 23rd as to size of oomposite index 

score (for 25 items).; 35 .• 3 per. cent oi' all employed persons are in 

transportation, oommunioation and other publio utilities, giving a 

standard score oi' ,'5.59.. When Gl'eenup County was eliminated, a 

oorrelation coefficient (r) of /.62 was obtained. This was significant 

at the 1 per cent level. 

16) The more urban a population the greater will be its 

biological and cultural heterogeneity. This was oont'irmed by bot;h 

samples as measured by "percentage of persons 21 years-of age and · ... 

over· who were foreign bol'rh" We were unable to find other satiafaotory 

measures of this charaoteristio. Two others which were used with the 

pilot sample were not disoriminating. 

L 16) The more urban a population the more will formal training 

of the young be stressed.- This was confirmed b14 1ndioes tested with 

the experimental sample atid 2 tested with the random samplEt. However, 

· a tau ooeff'ioient of only -.24 was obtained for "peroentage of persons 

25 years old and over who completed less than 5 grades." This 198.B not 
I 

statistically signif'1oant.. J 
17) The more urban~ population the more highly differentiated 

will be the structure or its institutions. As measured by "percentage 

of employed persons in medical and other health services," this· 

hypothesis wa.s strongly aonfirmed by bot;h samples. As measured by 

"percentage of employed persons who are in publ1o administration," the 

hypobhesis was confirmed by the experimental sample. However, the 

correlation ooeffioient (r) of ./.37 for the random. sample -was 

significant at the 5 per cent but not at the l per oent level. A 
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similar explanation to the one given.above for the low oorrelation tor 

"percentage of persons in transportation.,oommunioation·and pther 

publio utilities"·is sug~ested, namely, a) a lllinimum number of publio 

administration 'WDrkers · is required, regardless of the '.size oi' ·the· 

population, ·and b) an extremely h1gh value tor one or the units. In 

Monroe: 0 ounty • Florida •. 23. per cent of. all employed persons are in. 

public administration, ~ioh ia 5.66 standard deviations above the 

mean. 
/ 

. Lia) The· more urban tho population the· greater m.7.1 be the 

disparity between the. ideal cultural nol"JnS and actual behavior. , This 
•, -

was oolli'irmed by the ·.only. index 'Which we :were .able .. to find which 

seemed .to be a ·measure of the ob.aracteristio·. other indices ot this 

trait would have been desirable. Another index, "per cent of persons 

not in the labor f'oroe who are 65 ·years old or over" was tried on the 

pilot sample and.was rej('oted because both its disorilllinability and 

its reliability·appeared doubtful. \ 
_) 

19) The JnOre urban -an areo. the more oonoentratod will be, its 

population. This was confirmed by three indices tested. 'with the 
,. 

exper'i'menta.1 sample and .by two tested with the random sample. Hov,ever, 

for a fourth index used with the experimental sample• "per oent of 
' 

dwelling units.nth 1.01 or·more persons per room," a highly significant 

tau· ooei'fioient of -.46. was obtained,. indicating a negative relation-

ship between orowding within dwelling units and urbanness, 

O onolusione 

As a result of the present study, a few oonolusions may be 
'·' 

stated in the form of tentative generalizations. The reader is 



cautioned that what .follows is in.the nature of interpretation and not 

findings. Another investigator might· well place a dit:f'erent-

interpretation upon the aame data. 

· : · · 1) · The assumption or. a· rural-urban a ontinuum appears ·to be at 

least.partially oonfirmed·by·our study. Rural-Urban Indox scores vary 

gradually from 463 for .. Soreven Oounty, Georgia, to 836 fozr. Boston SMA. 

in the random saJnple •. On the other.ha.nd, the soorea are not evenly 

distributed between the lowest and the highest. There is a oonoentra-

tion- of sooree around 600, -while the disttibution ia highly skewed 
- . 

toward the higher scores.. There appear-a to be a· "natural broak11 
•, .. 

> 

between Duchess County (763) and Boston SMA (836), although this Jnight 

well be due to chanoe. While Q1leen and Carpenter interpret the 

distribution of their Index. of Urbanism soores as manifesting a 

continuum~ we. seem to note a disoontinuity between oounti~s having an 

Index soore of 60.0 or less and thoso having a eoore of. 70.0 or more. 

In a study of the correlation of' city.size with kinds of oommeroial 

· establishments Keyes, using 1930 data, oonaluded that the distribution 

ind1oated a continuum. with f'o\.U" "plateaus11 with, possible "natural 

breaks" between the plateaus. These "plateaus" included l) o1ties 

under 26,000 populo.tion. 2) 2s.ooo to 100,000, 5)-10911 000 to soo.ooo. 
and 4) 500,000 and over.2 · The. question which we raise isr Is there. 

some point on the rural-urban continuum at whioh the eoologioal 

structure· and its accompanying way of life is so different as to be 

. 1 Stuart A. Queen and David Bi. Carpenter, The American City: 
(1963), P• so. 

2 Fenton Keyes, nThe Correlation of Sooial Phenomena With 
Community S1~e" (1942). unpublished Ph.D. thesis, P• 170. 
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U!anifeated as a "break" in the continuity of soores of euoh indoxos as 

those discussed in .this paragraph? 

2) AssUllling that the Rural-Urban Index proves to have o. rather 

high validity for counties and S?lA'a in the United States. wo oonclude 

that population oonoen·bra.tion alone is not an adequate index of urban5.sm. 

other che.raoteristics of the population must also be measured. SOlll.e 

of those ohara.ctetistioe have been suggested by the present study. 

3) We think that we have demonstrated the feasibility of 

employing constructed types as reference points and· using• extrenie • 
i 

samples to select valid measures with vm.ioh to rank populations with. 
'•·· 

respect to a socio-cultural phenomenon such as urbanism. 

4) Indications are that our oonstruo~ed types 'lnliy have to be 

revioed in certain reopeots. Speoifioally, our hypotheses regarding 

the relationship ot urbanism and ruraliom to sex ratio, marriage rate, 

crude birth rate, infant mortality rate, age composition, mobility, 

and averorowded housing might havo to be revised. 

5) Sinoe the Rural-Urban Index has no zero-point. its com-

posite scores are not additive, that is. a sooro or 800 cannot bo 

taken to mean that the population is twioe as urban as one with an 

Index soore of 400• and so on. The Index aoore simply ranks the 

population unit in relation to other population units with reapeo·b ·bo 

the oharaoteristios measured by its 12 components. In Chapter IV 

we have oonstruoted empirically polar type Rural-Urban Index soorea 

whioh might serve as minimum and maximum reference points until better 

ones aan be established. 

6) Since it is.assumed that sooio-oultural structure ia 

constantly changing• norms fo:r computing the Index ·scores sho,1ld be 
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revised regularly• as new data beoome available. A study similar to 

the present one should be oarried out for eaoh deoennial Census to 

learn if perhaps there are other indioes whioh will measure the changed 

sooio-oultural structure more efficiently. 

Possible Uses For the Index 

Some of the tasks for whioh the Rural-Urban Index Jnight be 

used would inolude the following: l) Its most general_ function wruld 

be to indioate relatively how rural or,how urban is the sooio-oultural 

structure of the ,-population of a given, county or SMA. A yardstiok of 

urbanism would be useful to men of soienoe and to men of affairs alike. 

2) No satisfactory criterion of urbanism or urbanization exists in 

terms of whioh the socio-cultural characteristics o£ a population may 

be analyzed and their interrelationships studied. If the validity of 

the Index oan be so established that it might serve as suoh a oriterion/ 

a genuine need will have been served. 3) There.has been much interest 

in this country in the process o£ urbanization, that is. in the 

development and extension of urbanism as a way of lif'e. It is our 

hope that the Rural-Urban Index will beoome an instrument whioh is 

useful in studying changes which are assooiated with urbanization. 

4) If the Index proves to be fairly valid• then it might be used by 

business and professional men in estimating the attitudes and ve.luos 

of' a peop_le •. 6) Finally• we would like to believe that.,vork with the 

Index by sooial soientists over the years will contribute a little to 

a olarifioation of the oonoepts of urbanism. ruralism, rural-urban 

continuum. and urbanization. 
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Suggestions For Needed Research 

In earlier chapters we have from time to time indicated the 

need for future studies to answer questions 'Which were left unanswered 

by the present study. Tie will summ.a.rize those suggestions here and 

add e. few more. 

1) One of the first tasks, or oourse. is to replioate the 

phase of the study described in Chapter "JY with a large sample, which 
' ' 

is both rando~ and representative, to establish l118ans and standard 

deviations which can be used as norms in the computation or Index 

soores for particular population units. 
a 0 

2) The problem or validation of tho Index should bo given 

further.study. A scale to measure the.urbanness or attitudes and 

values should be developed and validated. It could then be used to 

test the validity of the Rural-Urban Index. Carpenter has developed 

a composite "rurality.scale" whioh might ba suggestive.3 

3) Construct a Rural-Urban Index for subregions of the United 

States. A separate Index might bo oonstruoted for each of Odum's six 

"Majc;,r Societal Group-oi'-States Region~"4 or for each of Ua:ngus' 34 

"rural cultural regions."5 The norms and demographio patterns found 

in these subregions could then be com.pared with those for the United 

States as a 'Whole •. 

4) Repeat the present study from the beginning, using the 

''urbanized area" in lieu of the SUA. as ,the .urban unit. The study might 

3 Queen and Carpenter, ~• 2Ji•, PP• 33•37. 

4 Howard W. Odum and Harry E. Moore, American Regionalism 
(1938) • 

. 6 Carl c. :Taylor, et al.~ Rurai Life in the United States 
(1949), PP• 190-230. - -
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also be repeated with state economic areas as the observational unit. 

This would be done on the assumption that the socio-cultural structure 

of' the state eoonomic area is more homogeneous than that of' the oounty 

or SMA •. 

5) A short but helpful study would be to work out a matrix of 

interoorrelations among all the 25 variables used with the random 

sample so that their interrelationships might be better understood.6 

6) Apply £actor analysis to the 25 items used with the random. 

sample to learn what factors are actually being measured and then 

select the smallest possible number of'.indioes capable of' measuring 
• ... 

thos~ f'aotors. 7 

?) We suggest that case studies be made of' population units 

which deviate widely f'rom the normal patterns revealed by the Rural-

Urban Index. Those deviant oases may throw more light on the pheno-

menon of urbanism than do the typical oases. The question whether or 

not there are dif'ferent types of urbanism and ruralism. might be 

considered. Perhaps a small mining community or a small fishing 

vill~ge might be equally aa rural as an agricultural oommunity but in 

a different way. 

8) Select two or more populations having equal Rural-Urban 

Index scores and make a cultural case study or these communities to 

determine if they are indeed approximately equally urban in their way 

of' l:li'e. · 

6 See Virginia .K. White., Measuring Social Need (1961), P• 34 • 
• • , ·._. I •• 

7 See John c. Belcher and Emmit F. Sharp., A Short Soale for 
Measuring Farm Family Level of Living (1952). 
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9) Onoe the Index has -been v~lidated• studies of the rate of. 

urbanization could be made by comparing Rural-Urban Index scores for 

the same population units for a series· of decennial oenauses. 

Experiments should then be made in prediotion or urbanization. 
. . 

10) Using Index scores as a measure of urbanization, studies 

of many kinds.of phenomena associated "With this process oould be made. 

11) The Index might be employed to test the hypothesis of a 

rural-urban continuum and the many hypotheses whioh have been advanced 

regarding rural-urban differences. The hypotheses proposed in this 

dissertation await oareful testing.· 
··-· 

12) The patterns or Rural-Urban Index soores within eaoh of 

the 67 metropolitan oommunities delineated by Bogue8 JDight be studied 

and-related to his bnlothesis of dominance and subdominance. 

· 13),Eventually. a rural-urban index ahould be developed and 

validated for populations outside the United States. It should not 

be assum.ed that indices which are valid in one culture will be valid 

· 1n another. 

14) Finally, a cross-cultural study of' urbanism and urbanization 

might be anticipated. 

8 Donald J. Bogue~ The Structure of' the Het:ropolitan Communitza 
A Study of' Dominance and Subdominance (1960)~ -
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APPENDIX A 

!ETTER. LIST OF CRITERIA AND REPLY FCRM :MA.It.ED TO SCCIOLOOISTS 
WHO SELECTED EXTRE~LY RURAL O OUNTIES 

Dear Dr. s -----
Would you please indicate on the attached form what you believe, 

i'rom.your·personal knowledge and without any researching, to be three 
of the "most ruraltt counties in your state? In this way I am attemp• 
ting to get together a sample of the "most·rural" counties in the u.s. 
whio};r I plan· to use in aonneotioh with my doctoral research on con-
struction of some indices or the degree of "urbanness" of counties. 
I will be working with 1950 Census data and other published statistics. 

I ·would.like counties which, in terms of attitudes, would rank 
as near the rural and of the rural-urban continuum. as I am able to 
i'i!ld in ·the u.s. today. As an aid to oommunioe.tion and to bringing 
greater homogeneity into the sample, I have attached a list of.cri• 
teriafor an ideal-type oonstruot ot a nmost rural" population. · 
Please add others wbioh oootll" to you and strike out those vmioh'you 
think inappropriate. · 

I·prei'er that you rely upon your past experience and "intuitive" 
judgment •. No harm will be done it you should happen to miss a "more 
rural" county. All I want is simply as rural a sample as I oan got 
with~ut taking muoh of anyone•s time. 

Thank you very rnuoh for making these judgments for me. 1r·1 
ever publish anything on~ indices beyond the thesis, I will see 
that you get a copy. 

Sincerely yours, 

Orry C. Walz 
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Selected Oriteria of "Rurality" a 

1. Residenoet 
a. Predominantly rural farm. 
b. Relatively isolated from urban inf'luenoea. 

2. Cooupation, 
a. Primarily basic agriculture, 1.e.;.raising plants and animals. 
b. Involves direo·b oontao·f; with nature most of' the tiJne. 
c. Oooupa·t:d.onal aotivities and knowledge are diverse and 

unspeo ia lized, 
d, Entire family is involved in tho farming enterprise. 

3. Family relations: 
a. Rele:tively fwnily-oentared. 

~--· b. Kinship relations boyond immediate family unit importa.n·:.. 
· a. The aged ca.tad for mostly by relativea. 

~. Neighborhood relati0na1 
a. Social relations with neighbors fairly intimate with mutual 

aid common. 
b. Strong sense of neighborhood belonging. 
c. Common ~ystem of values and a rather homoge11eous se-t of 

attitudes. 

s. System of sooie.l interaotiol'J (neighborhood and beyond) a 
a. Compared to tturban,tt oontaota are fewer and less diverse. 
b. Business relations tend to be inforlJl81, i.e., nonoontraotu~l. 
c. !lost interpersonal relations aro i'o.oe-to-f'o.oe, pel'Scna.i, 

relatively durable. 
d. Pa.tterns of sooia.1 in·tera.otion are loss "atandardi&ed." 

6. Sooial oontrol1 
a. Chiefly by means or informal community pressures or folkways 

and mores. 
b. Degree of moral integration tends to be high, 1.e., the 

"idealtt and "real" are rola.tively close tc,gether. 
o. Conception or morality tends to be inflexible. 

7. Social differentiation and stratification: 
a. Relative cultural hOJnogeneity. 
b. Little specialization of voluntary associations. 
o. Range of class differences tends to be less than in the city. 

aMimeographed and enclosed with letters to sociologists 
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a. Mobility, 
a~ Territorial mobility muoh less than urban. 
b. Interoocu~ational mobility low. · 
c~ Vertical (status)· mobility relati-vely low. 

9. Attitudese a. Tradition-oriented, i.e •• resist most cultural changes. 
b. Relatively independent, self-reliant, and individualistic• 

or at most oriented to the local oomrnunity. 
o. Tends to stress practicality and importance of work.-
d. Posaibly·fairly oonsorvative with respoot to politics, 

religion. education, etc. 
e. Possibly rather fatalistic, especially toward toroea or 

nature. 

10. Scoia.l institutions (other than-the !'aJllily)r 
~-- a. Usually small and relati"V'ely simple in structure. 
· b. Functions tend to· be oom.paratively general and unspeo:ta.lized. 

o. Less emphasis upon rules and regulations; more emphasis upon 
interpersoDal relations. 

STATE&· 

b REPLY FORM 

-------------------
u cs~. RURAL comaIES, in terms of enclosed list of criteria. or, others 

noted. Rank order is not important. 

1. --------------
2. --------------
3. --------------

bMitneographed and enclosed with letters to sooiologista 
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APPENDIX B 

HYPOTHESES AND INDICES USED IN PILOT AND EXPERIMENTAL 
STUDIES SH<l'fING TAU COEFFICIENTS AND CRITICAL RATIOS 

Item.. 
Number· Hypotheses and Indices Tau·. -

I. Type or Econo:m, 

A• The more urban an area the more its popula-
tion,will depend upon a money eoononv. 
·• 

' 1.- Per cent· or employed persons in fine.nae. 
./.72 insuranoe and real estate 

2. Per cent or employed persons who are 1.10 private wage and salary workers 

· 3., :Per. cent of employed persona who are 
unpaid family workers (reversed) -.72 

4. Peroent ot employed persona who are 
"farm laborers, unpaid family workers" 
(reversed) 

5., Ratio, 
Persona not in the labor force x 100 

Persons in the labor force 

6 •. Per capita retail sales 

7, Per capita retail food sales 

_B. The more urban the economy of an area the. 
more will commerce and industry predominate 
over agriculture, 

1. Per oent of employed persons in 
manufaoturing ,'.64 

2. Per cent of employed persons who were 
./.72 paid retail employees. Nov. 15• 1948 

3~ Per cent of employed persons who were paid 
,'.70 wholesale employees, Nov. 15, 1948 

4. Per cent of the population whioh ia 
classified as 11rural f'arm.11 (reversed) -.72 

O.R. -

6.03 • 

5.03 • 

5,03 • 

4.47 

6.03 • 

4.43 * 

4.96 • 

• lbdioates item was seleoted by both the pilot and experimental 
studies. Items for whioh no tau coeffioient is given were 
disoarded on the basis of the pilot study alone. 
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Item. 
Number Hypotheses and Indices 

s.·Per cent of the population which is olasai-
. fied as "urbata i'arrn" 

6. Per oent of employed males who are tarrners 
and farm managers (reversed) 

1. Per oent of employed males in agriculture 
(reversed) · · 

a. Number or retail establishments per square 
mile in 1948 

9. Number of square miles per wholesale 
establishment in 1948 (reversed) 

II• Division or Labor 

A. The more urban a ·population the more complex 
and specialized will be its division of labor. 

1. Por cent of employed persons who are 
professional. teohnioal and kindred 

2. Per cent of employed persons who are 
operatives and kindred 

3. Per cent of employed males who are 
laborers, except farm and mine 

4. ·Per cent 01' employed persons who are 
service workers, except private 
household 

B. The more urban an area the greater will 
be the proportion of women employed out-
side the home. 

1. Per cent of females 14 years old and 
over who are in the labor force 

2. Per cent ot females 14 years old and 
over who are classified as keeping 
houRe (reversed) 

Te.u C.R. - -

4.16 

a.oo 
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Item 
llumbet- Hypotheses and Indioes Tau C.R. - -

III. The Family 

A. The more urban a population the lower will 
be 1ts sex ratio. 

le Total number or males x 100 Total number of feJnales (reversed) -.64 4.47 • 

a. Males 14 and ov-er 2 sin!!ile -.64 4.47 Females 14 and over. single x lOO 
(reversed) 

B. The lnore urban an area. the less will be 
> the elllpha.sis placed upon ra1nily relations. 

1. Marriage rates Jlarriages in 1950 x 1000 
Total popula.tion ./.28 1,-91 

2. Per oen-1.;" or persons 14 years old atid 
over who are single 

3. Per cent or persona 14 years old and 
over who are olassified as "unrelated 
individuals" 

4. Per cent ot all dwelling units oocupied 
by·onlt one person 

o. The more urban a population the lower will 
- be its fertility• 

1. Number of live births in 1950 x 1000 
Total population 

(reversed) .,,39 2,,26 

D. The more urban an area the lower will . be 
the infant mortality rate. 

1~ Number or infant doaths in 1950. 1000 Number or live births in 1950 x 
{:reversed) ... 26 1.75 

E. The mote urban a population the smaller 
will be the size of families. 

l. Average number of persons per house-
hold (reversed) 
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Item 
Number ;Hypotheses and Indices 

IV'. Age Composition 

A. The_ more urban a population the higher will 
· be its median age. · 

1. Median ~ge· 
di B. The more urban a population the lower.will 

be the proportion or persons in the upper 
and lower age braokets. · 

1. Per cent ot the population who are under 
5 years or age (reversed) 

2. Per cent or the population who are 66 
yea.rs old and over ( roversed) 

3. Per cer.t or the population who are 85 
· years old and over (reversed) 

V. Home Equipment 

A. The more urban an area. the tuore complex will 
be theteohnology or theoquipment with 
which its dwelling unitB are furnished. 

1 •. Per oent or dwelling units l"eporting hot 
running water, private toilet and bath, 
and not dilapidated 

2. Per nent or dnlling units having no 
piped running water (reversed) 

s. Per cent of dwelling units reporting 
a k1tohen sink 

4. Per oent of dwelling units reporting 
electric lighting 

s. Per cent or occupied dwelling units 
with meohanioal refrigeration 

6 •. Per cent of eioc,1pied dwelling unite 
with oentral heating 

7. Per cent of dwelling units nth no-
toilet (reversed) 

4.31 

-.62 

5.03 

s.oo·• 

s.oo 

s.oo. 

./.67 4.57 
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Item 
Numbor Hypothoses and Indices 

VI. ltobil:lty 

A., The ?nore urban a population the grec.ter will 
.be its territorial mobility. 

1. Number of persons who lived in a 
diffei3nt ooun:w; or abroad in 1949 x 1000 ••35 2.44 

Total population · 

2. Per cent ot persons one year old and over 
who were in the same house in 1949 and 
1950 

3. Por cent of occupied dwelling units whioh 
are owner-oooupied 

VII. Forms of C otnm.unioation 

A. The more urban a population the more 
indireot and impersonal will be its forms 
of COl'lll!lunioation. 

l. Per cent of empl<"Jed persons who are 
olerical and kindrod workers 

2. Per cent or dwelling units reporting 
radios 

3. Per cont or dwelling units reporting 
tele,rision 

4. Por cent of employed persons in print• 
ing. publishing and allied industries 

B. The tnore urbo.n an area the greater will be 
the elaboration or its lllEJChanized forms of 
oomrnunication and transportation. 

1; Por cent of employed persons in trans-
portation. communioe.t:ton fi.nd other 
public utilities 

.2 •. Per cent of employed persons who are 
telecommunications workers 

3. Per cent of employed males in rail-
roads and railway express service 

5.03 • 

/.66 

6.03 • 

1 •. 10 4.60 * 
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Item 
Numbe~ Hypotheses and Indices 

4. Per cont or employed :males in trucking 
service and warehousing 

VIII, Heterogeneitz 

A• The more urban a population the greater will 
bo its biological and cultural heterogeneity. 

l. Per cent of persons 21 years or age and 
over who were foreign born 

2. Per cent or the population who are 
Indians, Japanese and Chinese 

3. Per cent or the population who are 
classified as nonwhite 

IX. Social Institutions 

A. The more urban a population the more will 
formal training of the young be stressed, 

l• Median school years co111pletecl 

2. Per cent of persons 14 to 17 years of 
age who are enrolled in school 

3. Per cent or persons 5 and 6 years of 
age who are enrolled in kindergarten 

4. Per oent of persons 25 years old and 
over who have completed less than 5 
grades (reversed) 

s. Per oent of persons 25 years old a~d 
over who completed high school or more 

6. Per oent of males 26 years old and 
over who completed the 8th grade 

7. Per oent of males 25 years old and over 
who completed 4 years or high school 

a. Per oent of females 25 years old and 
over who completed the 8th grade 

9~ Per oent or females 25 years old and over 
who oompleted 4 years of' high school 

./.60 4.21 • 

./.49 3.62 * 

4.79 • 

1.47 

./.so 3.40 
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·Item 
Number Hypotheses and Ind1aes !au C.R. - -
B. The more urban a population the more highly 

elaborated will be the structure or its 
insti tut1.ons •. 

1. Per cant of employed persona 'Who are in 
./.67 public administration 3.99 • 

2. Per cent of employed persona who are in 
,'.'73 medical and other health services €>.04 • 

a. Per oant of employed males _'Who are 1n 
utilities and sanitary services 

4• Per oent of employed persons mo are 
classified as gavermnent workers 

6. Total J;!OI!ulation 
Number of amusement establishments in l948 

x. Normative Integration 

A. The more urban a population the greater will 
be the disparity between the ideal cultural 
norJD.S and aotual behavior. 

1. Per cent of the civilian labor force who 
are unemployed ./.60 .3.50 • 

2. Per oent of parsons 65 years of age and 
over who are not in thC? labor force 

XI. Population Concentration 

A. The more urban an area the more concentrated 
will be its population. 

1. Number or persons per square mile ,'.72 5.03 • 

2. Per cent or dwelling units whioh are 
classified as "one-dwelling unit 
detached structures" (reversed) -.72 6.03 * 

3. Per cent or dwelling units with 1.01 
or more persons per room (reversed) -.46 3.26 

4. Per cent of married oouples without 
,/.46 their own household 3.23 
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Item 
Number Hypotheses and Indices 

6,. Per cent of dwelling units with flush 
toilet inside struoture. shared by two 
or more households 

6. Per oent of dwelling units with 
installed bathtub or shower• shared by 
two or more households 

1. Per·oent or dwelling units whioh are 
in structures of 3- and 4•dwelling units 

a. Per cent or dwelling units which are 
in structures of 10 or more dwelling 
units · 

XII. Social Control 

A .• 1rhe more urban a population the more 
oomplex and impersonal will be the to~ 
ot s~oial control, 

1. Per cent of the population who are 
classified as ''institutional na 

Tau -

a For defi'bition of "institutional," see u. s. Bureau of the Oensus. 
County and City Data Book, 1952• P• xvii. 
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APPENDIX C 

ITEM ME.ANS AND STANDARD DEVIATICNS FOR RANDOM SAMPIB 
AND ITEYrI 'WEIGHTS USED IN C OO'UTING Si'AlmARD SC ORES 

(Item numbers correspond to the olassifioat1on 
system employed-in Appendix B) 

Item Item Item Item 
Number Mean S.D. Weight -

I-A-1 Per oent of employed persons in 
finance, insuranoe and real estate 1.6 1.00 1.0 

I-A-2 Per oent of employed persons who are 
private wage and salary workers 62.5 14.06 1:.0 

l-A-3 Per oent of employed persons who are 
> unpaid family workers (reversed) 4.6 3.32 1.0 

1 ... a.2 Per oent_of employed persons who were 
paid retail employees. Nov. 15, 1948 8.9 4.76 1.0 

I-B-3 Per oent of employed persons who were 
paid wholesale employees, Nov. 15, 

2.0 1948 2.77 .9 

l-B-4 Per cent of tho population classified 
as 0 rural farm" (reversed) 36.9 18.92 1.0 

II-.A-1 Per cent of employed persons who are 
professional, teohnioal and kindred 6.9 2.27 .9 

II•A-4 Per cent of employed persons who are 
service workers except private 
household 6.6 3.09 1.0 

Ill-A•l Sex ratios 'Number or males X 100 Number of females 
(reversed) 105.S 9.90 .9 

IV•B-1 Per oent under five years or age 
(reversed) 11.3 1.63 .9 

V-.A-2 Per oent of dwelling units· having 
no piped running water ·(reversed) 31.7 20.18 1.0 

V-A-4 Per oent or dwelling units reporting 
eleotrio lighting 81.6 9.82 1.0 

VII-A-1 Per cent or employed persons who are 
olerioal and kindred workers · 6.3 3.40 1.0 
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Item Item Item Item 
.Number Mean· S.D. Weight -

VII-A--2 Per oent or occupied dwelling units 
reporting radio eets 93.4 4.13 .9 

VII-A-3 Per oent or d\wlling unit~ report-
ing television sets 2.a 6.64 1.0 :·· 

VII•B-1 Per cent or employed persons in 
transportation$ communication and 
other publio utilities 6.5 5.15 .9 

VII•B-2 Per cont or employed persons who 
are teleaommunioations workers 0.87 o.34 .9 

VIII-A-1 Per cent or persons 21 years or 
age and over:who were foreign born 3.2 s.79 .a 

IX-A-1 Median school years completed. 9.2 1.48 .9 

IX-A-3 Per cent of persons 6 and 6 years of 
age who are enrolled in kindergarten 9.4 11.20 1.0 

IX-B•l Per cent of employed persons who are 
in publio·administration 3.7 3.41 .a 

IX-B-2 Per· oent of employed persons who are 
in·medioal and other health services 1.9 1.88 1.0 

X..A-l Per cent or the civilian labor foroe 
who are unemployed 3.4 2.03 .. ,, 

XI•A-_l Population density• Number of 
persons per square mile 116.4 475.97 1.0 

XI-A-2 Per oent of dwelling units which are 
classified as "one-dwelling unit 
detached structures" (reversed) 86.6 11.91 1.0 
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APPENDIX D 

SIMPLE LINEA.it C CRRELATI tmS BETro!!Elf C Ot1PCSITE SC ORES 
AND EACH OF TWENTY-FIVE COMPONENT INDICES 

FOR TEE RAlIDOM SAUPIE 

(ItolU numbers oorresnond to the olaseifioation 
system employed in Appendix B) 

Item 
Signit-
ioa.noe 

Number Item . N8- r levelb - -
I-A•l Per cent of employod parsons in finanoo,. 

insurance and real estate 40 ,.'.84 .1% 

I-.A•2 Per cent of employed persons who are private 
·-- wage and salary workers 40 ,'.so 1% 

.I-.A-3 Per can~ of employed rersons who are unpaid 
family workers (reversed) 40 ,.'.61 

I-B-2 Per cent of employed persona who were paid 
retail employees., Nov. 15" 1948 · 40 ./.68 1% 

I-B--3 Per cent of eroployed persons 'Who were paid 
wholesale employees., Nov. 15., 1948 36 ./.41 

l ... B-4 Per cent of the population classified as 
"rural fantt (reversed) 39 ./.86 1% 

II-A-l Per oent of employed persons who are 
professional.• technical and kinq.red 40 ,/.83 1% 

II-A-4 Per cent or employed persons who are service 
workers except private household 40 /.71 1" 

XII-.A-1 Sex ratioa Number of trales 0 (reversed) Number of females x lO 40 ,/.09 
IV-B-1 Per oent ffll.O wero under five years or age 

(reversed) 40 ,'.19 

V..A.--2 Per cont of ·dwelling· uni ts having no piped 
running water (reversed) 40 ,'.ao 1" 

: Number of population units used in aomputing tho ooefticient. 
See Appendix Table VI in Allen L. Edwards, Experimental Design in 
Psyohological Researoha P• 408. This table is based on the t test 
of' the hypothesis or zero correlation. 
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Signit-
Item ioanoe 

NUJllber N r levol -
V...A-4 Per oent of dwelling units reporting olootric 

lighting - 40 /.12 1% 
VII-.A-l Per bent 'of employed persons who are clerical 

and kindred workers 40 /.79 1% 
VII-A-2 Per oent of dwelling units reporting radio 

sets 39 /.63. 
VII~ .. 3 Par oent or dwelling units reporting 

television sets 40 /.,54 1% 
VI:t-B•l Per cent of employed persons in transporta• ... /.24 tion. oolilmWlioation and othor publio utilitios 40 

. . , 
VII--n-2 Por cent ct employed persons who are 

teleoomunioations workers 40 ,'.73 1%·· 
VIII-A-1 Per cent of persons 21 year.a of age and 

over who were :f'orsignborn 40 /.74 '1% 
IX...A-1 Median school years oom.pleted 40 1.11 1% 
IX-A-3 Per oent of persons 5 and 6 years of age 

who are enrolled in kindergarten 40 ./.46 '1% 
IX-B-1 Per cent of employed persons who are in 

public administration 40 ,'.37 
IX•B-2 Per cent of employed persons 'Who are in 

madioal and other health servioes 40 /.70 1" 
X•A-1 Per oent of the civilian labor force who 

are unemployed 40 ./.49 1% 
XI-A-1 Population density• Number ot persona per 

square mile 40 ./.67 1% 
XI-A-2 Per cent of dwelling units 'Which are 

olass:i.fied as "one-dwelling unit detached. 
/.76 struoturesn (reversed) 40 1% 
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